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fter Prime Minister
A
Narendra Modi’s appeal to
keep the remaining part of

Kumbh Mela symbolic considering the surging Covid-19
cases, the Juna Akhada
Acharya Mahamandaleshwar
Swami Avdheshanand Giri on
Saturday announced the formal
conclusion of the Maha Kumbh
for the Akhada.
Panch Dash Nam Juna
Akhada is the largest of the 13
Akhadas.
Swami Avdheshanand Giri
said the remaining Shahi Snan
of the Kumbh should be
observed symbolically on April
27 and later tweeted that protecting the lives of Indians is
“our first priority”.
“Considering the rising
threat of Covid-19, we have formally immersed the various
deities invoked for the Kumbh
Mela,” he said.
Earlier in a tweet in Hindi,
the PM said, “I prayed that two
‘Shahi Snan’ have taken place
and Kumbh (participation)
should now be kept symbolic.
This will boost the fight against
this crisis.”
Later, Modi thanks all the
sants for cooperation with the
administration and expressed
his gratitude for their gesture.
Thousands of Kumbh visitors have tasted Covid-19 positives and dozens of seers have

2^eXScTbc`dPaP]cX]T
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he ordeal of Covid-19 test
T
and quarantine awaits
thousands of devotees who
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succumbed to the virus during
the last two weeks inviting
both domestic and international outrage for allowing
such massive gathering at the
time when the second wave of
Covid-19 was spreading like
wildfire across the country.
Earlier, addressing the
media here, Giri said the PM
had telephoned him to enquire
about the Kumbh Mela and the
health of the seers. The PM had
also requested that since the
main Shahi Snans have concluded, the remaining Kumbh
should be observed symbolically. The Juna Akhada head
said he would request devotees
from across the nation to visit
Haridwar only in small numbers, adding that the remaining
Shahi Snan will be observed

only symbolically.
The remaining Snans are to
be observed mainly by the
Bairagi Akhadas. Earlier, the
Niranjani Akhada had asked its
Sadhus to leave for their respective destinations on April 17
considering the Covid surge.
The Anand Akhada had also
supported this view.
A majority of the 48.51
lakh people who took part in
the last two royal baths (Shahi
Snan) held on the occasion of
Somwati Amavasya on April 12
and Mesh Sankranti on April
14 were seen openly violating
Covid norms like face masks
and social distancing.
The Kumbh has already
been shortened this year to just
one month from April 1 to 30
due to the pandemic.

are returning home after
attending the Maha Kumbh at
Haridwar. As India grapples
with a devastating second wave
of the coronavirus and States
imposing lockdown, several
States and UTs, including
Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh,
Maharashtra, Delhi and
Gujarat, have made Covid-19
test mandatory for Kumbh
returnees. Some States are also
keeping the returnees in
mandatory quarantine.
Thousands of Kumbh visitors and hundreds of “sadhus”
who attended Kumbh Mela in
Haridwar have tested positive
for the coronavirus disease.
On Saturday alone, 175 “sadhus” who attended Kumbh
Mela have been found infected from coronavirus.
Gujarat on Saturday
declared that all devotees
returning to the State from
Kumbh Mela will have to
undergo a mandatory RT-PCR
test before they are allowed to
enter their respective cities
and villages.
Gujarat Chief Minister
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added nearly 10 lakh
cases in just seven days endIingndia
April 17 as the country

Vijay Rupani said those found
infected will be isolated for 14
days.
Maharashtra Minister Anil
Parab has announced those
coming into the State from
Kumbh Mela will be quarantined. Nasik district administration is also taking necessary
steps for quarantining those
coming from Kumbh.
Earlier, Brihanmumbai
Municipal Corporation (BMC)
mayor Kishori Pednekar
claimed on Saturday that the
devotees returning from the
Kumbh Mela will distribute
coronavirus like “Prasad” and
said they should be quarantined “at their own cost” on
their arrival.
The Madhya Pradesh
Government has issued order
to put those returning from
Kumbh in quarantine or selfisolation.

recorded over 2.6 lakh new
Covid-19 infections and a
record 1,493 deaths during the
last 24 hours on Saturday.
The addition of nearly
25,000 new cases over the
previous day count amounts to
a rise of nearly 10 per cent,
which shows that the growth
of Covid-19 has more than
doubled during the last two
weeks.
Maharashtra, Delhi,
Karnataka, Kerala, Gujarat
and Madhya Pradesh are registering newer peaks and the
situation remaining equally
grim in the rest of the country.
The country had 1.52 lakh
daily cases on April 10 when
the death count stood at 838.
A relative comparison shows
that the death rate is steadily
climbing up vis-a-vis new
infections.
Amid the alarming rise in
new infections and deaths,
the country is battling a paucity of hospital beds, oxygen
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supply, ventilators, and lifesafe antiviral drug Remdesivir.
A majority of the State have
also complained of a shortage
of vaccines and shut down
several vaccination centres.
Several States have belatedly imp os e d lo ckdown
restriction to tackle the surge,
but it is too early to see if
these are going to work effectively at this stage on the
ground.
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fter a bitter stand-off over
the alleged discrimination
A
in the distribution of vaccines,

the Maharashtra Government
on Saturday flagged the shortage of liquid medical oxygen
and Remdesivir in the State and
even threatened to seize the
stocks of Remdesivir from the
exporting firms and supply
them to the needy people.
On a day when Chief
Minister Uddhav Thackeray
charged that he could not
speak to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi over the immediate requirement of liquid
medical
oxygen
and
Remdesivir vials as the latter
was pre-occupied with West
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Bengal Assembly elections,
senior Minister Nawab Malik
accused the Modi Government
of meting out “step motherly”
treatment to the State over the
supply of Remdesivir vials.
Not to be outdone,
Minister of Railways,
Commerce & Industry Piyush
Goyal launched a virulent
attack on Uddhav whom he
accused of indulging in “petty
politics” and said “he (the
Chief Minister) needs to stop
his daily dose of shameless
politics and take responsibility.”
Earlier in the day, Uddshav
said, “Yesterday evening, I
dialled him (Modi) but I could
not speak to him as he was
busy in West Bengal elections.” Uddhav said he wanted to discuss the issue of
shortage of liquid medical
oxygen and Remdesivir injection vials, both live-savers in
case of critical Covid-19 cases.
He, however, said the State
Government was receiving
cooperation from the Centre.

yana Deputy Chief
HarMinister
Dushyant
Chautala on Saturday wrote to
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n the wake of increasing
demand for anti-viral drug
Remdesivir from across the
States, the Centre on Saturday
urged the injection makers to
slash its price considerably.
The Union Health Ministry in
its “Clinical Management
Protocols for Covid-19” has
recommended the use of
Remdesivir in patients in the
moderate stages of the illness.
According to a statement
from the Government, the
Union Ministry of Chemicals
& Fertilisers, Department of
Pharmaceuticals, NPPA Advisor
(Costs)
NI
Chowdhur y on Saturday
ordered all pharma companies to comply with the revised
norms with immediate and
retrospective effect.
Pharmaceutical companies
have reduced the price from 25
per cent to up to 68 per cent.
According to the details
shared by the NPPA, Cadila
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi
urging him to resume talks
with the farmers protesting
against the Centre’s controversial three farm laws at Delhi
borders.
Chautala said a team of
three to four Cabinet Ministers
may restart discussion with
the farmers who have been
camping at the Delhi borders
for over 100 days. The Deputy
Chief Minister wrote the letter
days after State’s Home
Minister Anil Vij’s missive to
Union Agriculture Minister
Narendra Singh Tomar, saying
talks with peasants should be
resumed to resolve the issue.
Vij had said he was concerned as a large number of
farmers were sitting on

eeping in mind the ongoK
ing surge in Covid-19
cases, district administrations

?=BQ =4F34;78

Haryana’s borders amid a surge
in Covid-19 cases in the State.
Haryana Chief Minister
ML Khattar had also urged
farmers and the Centre to
resume talks.
“I would like to bring to
your kind attention that our
‘Annadattas’ are on roads at
Delhi border agitating in
respect of newly enacted three
farm laws of the Central government. It is a matter of concern that such agitation is
going on for more than a hundred days,” Chautala wrote in
the letter. Chautala said he
believes every problem has a
solution by way of mutual discussions.
“The earlier discussion
between
the
Central
Government and farmers’
union brought a few solutions
to the concerns raised by
Samyukt Morcha,” he wrote in
his letter dated April 15.

Healthcare has reduced the
price of its REMDAC injection
to C899 from C2,800 earlier.
Similarly,
Syngene
International has cut the price
of its brand RemWin to C2,450
from
C3,950
earlier.
Hyderabad-based Dr Reddy’s
Laboratories has cut the price
of REDYX, which used to
cost C5,400 earlier to C2,700
now. Similarly, Cipla has
reduced price of its CIPREMI
brand to C3,000 from C4,000
earlier. Jubilant Generics has
cut the price of its remdesivir
brand to C3,400 from C4,700
earlier.

in Bhopal, Indore, Ujjain and
Ratlam here on Saturday
announced to extend corona
curfew till April 26 at 6 am.
Besides,
the
State
Government announced to
regulate return of Kumbh pilgrims as Home ministry
instructed those returning from
Haridwar Kumbh fair to
inform local administration
upon their return so that these
travellers could be kept in
home isolation or quarantine.
Meanwhile,
Crisis
Management Groups met in
different districts, agreeing to
extend corona curfew in
Bhopal, Indore, Ujjain and
Ratlam till April 26.
Indore collector Manish
Singh said that corona curfew
will be extended till Friday but
as urban areas are under twoday weekend corona curfew,
effectively the city and nearby
areas will remain under prohibitive orders till 6am on

;^RP[aTbXST]cbW^[S_[PRPaSbST\^]bcaPcX]VPVPX]bcTbcPQ[XbW\T]c^UP
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April 26. “It’s satisfying that
infection rate has stabilised
but we can’t open the entire city
all of a sudden,” Singh said.
Ordering similar prohibition in Bhopal, collector
Avinash Lavaniya said that
more stringent measures will
be put in place this time.
Along with Ujjain and
Ratlam, Bhopal and Indore

are already corona curfew till
6am on April 19. Ujjain administration has offered relaxation
in the wake of marriage season
and some shops will be allowed
to open from 8am to noon during the prohibition.
Active cases have crossed
10,000 mark in Bhopal and
Indore while recovery rate is
less than 50% in Ujjain.
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Bhopal and Indore have
reported 1,669 and 1,656 fresh
cases in last 24 hours. In the last
two-three days, both the cities
have reported 1,600 –plus fresh
cases with a high mortality rate.
Both the cities have made way
to top ten the most infected
cities of the country.
Notably, fresh cases of
infections are increasing at an
alarming rate in Madhya
Pradesh recording 11, 269 fresh
cases and 66 mortalities in last
24 hours. Bhopal continued
with over 21% positivity rate
for the fourth consecutive day.
The numbers of active cases
have surged to 63,000 and
these are expected to reach one
lakh by end of this month. Still
the hospitals of the state are facing acute shortage of oxygen
cylinders, Remdesivir injections and hospital beds. Shivraj
government still putting up a
brave face has claimed of
arranging one lakh hospitals
beds and 700 metric tonnes of
daily oxygen supply by month
end.
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he distraught families of
T
Indian-Americans working at a FedEx facility in the US

state of Indiana have expressed
their anger, fear and anxiety in
the aftermath of the latest mass
shooting incident in the country that killed eight people,
including four Sikhs.
Brandon Scott Hole, 19, a
former employee at the facility in Indianapolis, carried out
the mass shooting on late
Thursday before allegedly
committing suicide.
About 90 per cent of the
workers at the FedEx delivery
service facility are said to be
Indian-Americans, mostly
from the Sikh community.
On Friday night, the
Marion County Coroner’s
Office and Indianapolis
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he Jharkhand High Court
on Saturday granted bail to
T
former Bihar Chief Minister
0Q^ShXbcPZT]Ua^\cWTbRT]TfWTaT\d[cX_[T_T^_[TfTaTbW^cPcP5TS4g6a^d]S
UPRX[XchX]8]SXP]P_^[Xb^]5aXSPh
0?

Metropolitan
Police
Department (IMPD) released
the names of the victims:
Amarjeet Johal (66), Jasvinder
Kaur (64), Amarjit Skhon (48)
and Jaswinder Singh (68).

The first three deceased are
women. Four others were
Karli Smith (19), Samaria
Blackwell (19), Matthew R.
Alexander (32) and John
Weisert (74).

and RJD Chief Lalu Prasad in
a fodder scam case involving
illegal withdrawal of funds
from Dumka treasury, paving
his release from jail on completion of half the sentence
period. Lalu is presently being
treated at AIIMS, Delhi.
The court granted bail to
Lalu on bail bond of C5 lakh
and a personal bond of C1

lakh.
Lalu’s lawyer Devarshi
Mandal told PTI that they will
move Special CBI court in
Ranchi after it opens on
Monday to seek his release following High Court order.
Explaining the release procedure, Mandal said, they have
send an application to Lalu for
his signature which will be
submitted to the CBI court
here on Monday along with
the High Court order.
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here will always be a debate on
whether it is appropriate to put out
mounts of terror attacks and the
impact it has on the victims. Some
argue it is
glorifying the
terrorist in some
way. Others want
documentation.
Over and above
this
debate,
Utoya is a
Norwegian
mount which
leaves no stone
unturned to look
at the terror
killing on an
otherwise
peaceful island
of Utoya in
N o r w a y
executed by a
home grown
extreme Right
group. It was
Norway’s 26/11
with many left
dead
quite
without premise.
“It is the safest
island on Earth,
mom” one of the
m
a
i
n
protagonists says
in the opening
sequence of this
film.
The
environs she is
walking through
are green, serene
and enchanting
which, by the way, is a complete contrast
to what the film otherwise centres on
with dogged starkness throwing up the
real impact of a terror attack and its
aftermath on any population in any part
of the world.
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Here, the movie pans out through the
eyes of youngsters and the terrorist is
given a grand go-by, being allowed to visit
the screen only in pithy scenes with
almost an abstract presence to give the
audience some shape of the orchestrator.
An English version of this film is all
set to premiere on Netflix and that
promises to take over in starkness, blood
and gore from Utoya. For now, however,
Utoya is a powerful story told candidly
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even though the director could be faulted
for what many may perceive as a story
exploiting grim reality to make some
noise on the small screen.
Nevertheless, a gripping tale which
should get a go by because of subtitles.

hose who have been following the miniseries
would know how episode 4 ended — the Shield
— all bloodied. The fallout is felt by the Falcon
and Winter Soldier. The Shield, for now is back with
Sam just how Steve Rogers had wanted. So are we
looking at yet another Captain America? A Black
Captain America? Like Isaiah Bradley played by Carl
Lumbly says— no self-respecting Black will take up the
job. With John Walker stripped of all his duties and
the title of Captain America, there is a new person who
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P[fPhbaPXbTScWTQPa^UT]cTacPX]\T]cfXcW
XcbR^\_[TcT_PRZPVT^USaP\PP]S\dbXRP[
_TaU^a\P]RTb>]TbdRWQ[Pbc^U
T]cTacPX]\T]cXbcWTd_R^\X]V<PWPbP]VP\
T_Xb^STfWTaTcWTRPbc^U2W^cXBPaaSPPa]X
P]SDSPPaXhPP] fX[[bWPaTPbRaTT]SdaX]V
1PXbPZWXRT[TQaPcX^]bCTY^_[PhTSQh
?aXhP]ZP2WPdSWPahP]S9Pb\X]T_[PhTSQh
8bWP<P[eXhPfX[[X]eXcT9PbbTeT]PUcTa
Z]^fX]VcWPccWTaTXbbcaTbbV^X]V^]X]EXaZ
UP\X[hSdTc^5PcTW³bSTRXbX^]^UV^X]Vc^
2P]PSPCWTRT[TQaPcX^]fX[[QTb_PaZTSfXcW
bX]VTa1?aPPZb_aTbT]RTPbWTfX[[bX]V
b^\T^UWXbWXcb^]VCTaX<XccX Ua^\:TbPaX
P]SP[b^WXbaTRT]c[h[Pd]RWTSb^d[Ud[caPRZ
1PPaXbW:X9PPhT
8]cWTb_TRXP[T_Xb^ST5PcTW_[PhTSQh
0]ZXc6d_cPfX[[WPeTWXbbWPaT^USaP\PcXR
\^\T]cbPbWTfX[[VTcc^Z]^fcWPccWT
f^\P]WTbPeTSP]SPS\XccTSc^cWT
W^b_XcP[XbPfPZTP]Scda]b^dcc^QT<TWTa
_[PhTSQh=Xa\Xc:Pda0W[dfP[XP8]P
SaP\PcXRcda]^UTeT]cb5PcTWfX[[P[b^R^\T
UPRTc^UPRTfXcWBPaPQYXc_[PhTSQh0eX]TbW
ATZWXFX[[WTQTPQ[Tc^QaX]Vc^VTcWTa
<TWTaP]SBPaPQ.
BX]VTa1?aPPZfW^fPbP_Pac^UcWT
SaP\PcXR<PWPbP]VP\ T_Xb^STbPXS)°8P\
TgRXcTSc^bW^^cWTaTX]?d]YPQfXcWcWTRPbc
^Ucf^\^bcaT[TeP]cbW^f2W^cXBPaaSPPa]X
Xb\hUP\X[h³bUPe^aXcTP]SDSPPaXhPP]³b
R^]RT_cbca^]V[haTb^]PcTbfXcWTPRW^]T^U
dbCWTT_Xb^STXbV^X]Vc^QTUd[[^USaP\P
T]cTacPX]\T]cP]S^UR^dabT^daQTPdcXUd[
]Tf\dbXRcaPRZ1PPaXbW:X9PPhT8WPSP
[^c^UUd]bW^^cX]VfXcWcWTRPbc^UcWTbW^f
CWThPaTUd]T]TaVTcXRP]STgcaT\T[h
cP[T]cTS±
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B^]hB01b7Ta^°6PhPQ<^ST>]
fX[[cPZTPbW^RZX]Vcda]fXcW3P]bW<P]XbW
FPSWfPSTUTPcX]V7Ta^0QWXbWTZ=XVP\
P]SbcP]SbcaXd\_WP]cCWTd_R^\X]V
T_Xb^STbfX[[bT]SbW^RZfPeTbc^cWT
eXTfTabfXcW7Ta^Pbbd\TSc^QTSTPS0c
cWTQTVX]]X]V^UcWTFPa^UF^a[Sb^da
QT[^eTS7Ta^XbeP]`dXbWTSQh3P]bWCWT
X]cT]bTQPcc[TQTcfTT]cWTcf^XbbTcc^cPZT

cWTeXTfTab^]Pa^[[TaR^PbcTaaXSTP]SZTT_
cWT\^]cWTTSVT^UcWTXabTPcb
FXcWA^RZh:TbWPeBPSW]Pd]XcX]V
fXcW3P]bWc^STUTPc7Ta^cWTU^aRTb^UcWT
P[XT]bVTc\^aTa^QdbcP]SXcQTR^\Tb
SXUUXRd[cU^a7Ta^c^UXVWccWT\bX]V[T
WP]STS[h3P]bWcWaTPcT]X]Vc^STbca^hcWT
_[P]TcP]SRPdbTWPa\c^Wd\P]QTX]Vb
[TPSbc^cWTQPcc[T^UcWTFPa^UF^a[Sb
3P]bW[Pd]RWTbWXbPccPRZfXcWcWTWT[_^U
A^RZhP]SfXcWTPRW_PbbX]V\^\T]cXc
VTcbcaXRZhU^a7Ta^c^UXVWc3P]bWP]S
_a^cTRcWXbaX]VbX\d[cP]T^db[hCWTQPcc[T
VTcbUXTaRTa[TPSX]Vc^cWTWTPacQaTPZX]V
\^\T]c^U3P]bWQTPcX]V7Ta^P]S
R^]`dTaX]VcWT\PVXRP[aX]V7Ta^bXST]cXch
PbETTaXbTg_^bTSc^3P]bWP]SIPaP
bX\d[cP]T^db[h3P]bWXbRT[TQaPcX]VPUcTa
fX]]X]V^eTa7Ta^P]SVPX]X]VcWT\PVXRP[
aX]V1dc[Xcc[TS^TbWTZ]^ffWPcbX]bc^aT
P]SfWPcfX[[cWXbT]S^U7Ta^[TPSc^.

8bETTa=P]SPPZP7Ta^STPS.FWPcfX[[
WP__T]]Tgc.
<P]XbWFPSWfPTbbPhX]VcWTa^[T^U
3P]bWbPXS)°3P]bWXbeTahbca^]VP]SP]
X]cT]bTRWPaPRcTa7T]TeTaVXeTbd_P]S
PccPRZbQPRZfXcWU^aRTCWTTg_TaXT]RT^U
bW^^cX]VU^acWXbUXVWcbT`dT]RTWPbQTT]
P\PiX]VP]SXcbUd]c^f^aZfXcW0QWXbWTZ
7TXbeTahWPaSf^aZX]VP]SfTQ^cWbWPaT
VaTPccX\X]V3P]bWXbWP__hP]SeTah
ST[XVWcTSfXcWVTccX]VW^[S^UcWTaX]V
d]PfPaT^UfWPcfX[[WP__T]]TgcB^bcPh
cd]TSc^fXc]TbbTgRXcX]VcfXbcbP]Scda]b^]
cWTbW^fP]SY^X]db^]cWXbcWaX[[X]V
Y^da]Th±
0QWXbWTZ=XVP\TbbPhX]VcWTa^[T^U
7Ta^bPXS)°CWXbXbcWT\^bcX]cT]bTUXVWc
bT`dT]RTfTWPeTbW^c^]cWTbW^fb^UPa
P]S8fPbb^\dRWX]c^cWTRWPaPRcTacWPc8
R^d[SUTT[cWTbP\TT]TaVh7Ta^fPb_dccX]V
X]P[[cWTTUU^acbc^bPeTcWTf^a[SP]S
_a^cTRcWXbaX]VQdcWTRW^^bTbWXb[^bbb^
cWPcWTRP]bPeTcWTf^a[S8cfPbP[TPa]X]V
Tg_TaXT]RTfWX[TbW^^cX]VU^acWXbbT`dT]RT
fXcW<P]XbWBXaCWXbbT`dT]RTWPbR^\T
^dcaTP[[hfT[[P]SXcfX[[cPZTcWTeXTfTab^]
PcWaX[[X]V]TeTabTT]QTU^aTaXSTB^bcPh
cd]TSP]SS^]c\XbbcWTUd]±
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ITTCEb_^_d[PaUXRcX^]bW^f:d\Zd\
1WPVhP WPbQTT]P]PdSXT]RTUPe^daXcTTeTa
bX]RTXcfPb[Pd]RWTSX]! #8cbX]caXVdX]V

_[^cP]ScWTPdcWT]cXR_^acaPhP[^UaT[PcPQ[T
RWPaPRcTab[XZT0QWXBWPQQXa0W[dfP[XP
?aPVhPBaXcX9WPAWTP?^^YP1P]TaYTT
AP]QXa:aXbW]P:Pd[P]S?aPRWX<dVSWP
2WP_TZPaWPeTZT_ccWTPdSXT]RT
T]cTacPX]TScWa^dVW^dccWTbT_PbcbTeT]
hTPabP]SWPbWT[_TScWTbW^fVPX]
R^d]c[TbbUP]bPRa^bbcWTV[^QT?a^SdRTS
QhCT[TeXbX^]bRiPaX]P4ZcP:P_^^a
:d\Zd\1WPVhP WPbfXc]TbbTSa^PaX]V
bdRRTbb^]cWTeXTfTabWX_RWPacbTeTahhTPa
P]SWPbf^]\^aTcWP]$PfPaSbcX[[SPcT
1dcXc[^^Zb[XZTcWTaTXb]^bc^__X]VcWT
bW^fTeT]PbcWTbW^fR^\_[TcTSbTeT]
hTPab^]0_aX[ $
CWTUP\X[hSaP\PcWPcTg_[^aTbP]S
QaX]VbPaP]VT^UT\^cX^]bPbfT[[PbcWT
STT_TbcX]caXRPRXTb^UWd\P]aT[PcX^]bWX_b
WPbZT_ccWTeXTfTabW^^ZTSP[[cWXbfWX[T
cWa^dVWbTeTaP[X]cTaTbcX]VcfXbcbP]Scda]b
X]Xcbbc^ah[X]T8]UPRccWTbW^fWPbP[b^
\P]PVTSc^bdRRTbbUd[[haTX]bcPcTcWTQT[XTU
cWPc^__^bXcTbS^PccaPRcQhbW^fRPbX]V
W^fSTb_XcTWPeX]VR^]caPbcX]V
_Tab^]P[XcXTbXcb[TPS_a^cPV^]XbcbPaT
X]bT_PaPQ[T
0b:d\Zd\1WPVhPR^\_[TcTbbTeT]
V[^aX^dbhTPabBWPQXa0W[dfP[XPfW^_[Phb
cWTa^[T^U0QWXV^c]^bcP[VXRP]SbPXS)°8cXb
]^cYdbcPbW^fQdcPUTT[X]VU^a\T8eT
QTT]Pbb^RXPcTSfXcWXcU^abTeT]hTPab]^f
QdcXcS^Tb]cUTT[[XZTXcbQTT]b^[^]V8
\dbcbPhcWPcP[[cWTbThTPabWPeTQTT]P
QaTTiTP]ScWTT]cXaTd]XcX]R[dSX]VcWT
cTRW]XRXP]bP]SPRc^abPaT[XZTPUP\X[hU^a
\T6T]TaP[[hh^dWTPa_T^_[TbPhX]VcWXb
fWT]cWTbW^fXbR^\X]Vc^P]T]SQdc^da
RPbTXbSXUUTaT]cFWT]h^daTPa^d]ScWT
bP\T_T^_[TU^abTeT]hTPabh^dZ]^f
cWT\TeT]QTccTaPbh^dWPeTbTT]cWT\Pc
cWTXaQTbcP]ScWTXaf^abc8WPeTc^PSScWPc
cWTfaXcTabP]ScWTRaTPcXeTcTP\PaT
UP]cPbcXRP]ScWTheTWT[SP[[^Udbc^VTcWTa
8eTQTT]Pbb^RXPcTSfXcWcWT_a^SdRTab
1P[PYXCT[TUX[\bU^a]TPa[hcf^STRPSTbP]S
cWThPaT[XZTPUP\X[hc^\T0bfTR^\_[TcT
bTeT]hTPab8f^d[S[XZTc^bPhCWP]ZH^d
4ZcPU^aQT[XTeX]VX]\TBW^QWPPd]chU^a
QTX]VcWTaTP[fPhbP]S9TTcdd]R[Th^daTP
a^RZbcPaP]SP[fPhbVdXSTdbU^acWTQTbc8
P[b^fP]cc^cWP]ZITTCEU^aVXeX]VdbbdRW
PVaTPc_[PcU^a\c^bW^fRPbT:d\Zd\
1WPVhP;PbcQdccWT\^bcX\_^acP]c
:d\Zd\1WPVhP XbfWPcXcXbc^SPhQTRPdbT
^UP[[^daUP]bb^cWP]Zh^db^\dRWc^P[[±

8]VaTSXT]cb)
Q WP[UP]SWP[U
Q  !Rd_bR^UUTTQTP]b
Q !#cPQ[Tb_^^]bQa^f]bdVPa
Q <X]c[TPeTb
3XaTRcX^]b)
Q 6aX]ScWTR^UUTTQTP]b?[PRT
cWTVa^d]SbX]P[PaVT_XcRWTa
^aRPaPUT0SScWaTTRd_b^U
R^[SfPcTaP]SbcXac^R^\QX]T
2^eTaP]S[TcbcTT_U^a !!#
W^dab
Q BcaPX]cWTR^UUTTP]SPSS!#
cPQ[Tb_^^]bQa^f]bdVPaBcXa
c^R^\QX]T
Q ?[PRTPUTfc^a]\X]c[TPeTb
X]c^TPRW_^_bXR[T\^[SP]S
c^_fXcWPUTfcPQ[Tb_^^]b^U
WP[UP]SWP[U5aTTiTU^a $!
\X]dcTbd]cX[b[XVWc[hUXa\
Q 8]bTac_^_bXR[TbcXRZbX]c^TPRW
\^[SP]SUaTTiTU^aP]^cWTa!
\X]dcTbd]cX[bTc
Q AT\^eTcWT_^_bUa^\cWT
UaTTiTaP]Sc^_fXcWbfTTcT]TS

R^UUTT5aTTiTd]cX[UXa\"#
\X]dcTb4]Y^h
7P[UP]SWP[U) 8cbcWPcbX\_[T
7P[UfW^[T\X[ZWP[UWTPeh
RaTP\CWTcTgcdaTXbcWXRZTa
P]S\^aT[dbRX^dbcWP]\X[Z
Qdc[TbbSTRPST]cP]SaXRW
cWP]RaTP\
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makes an entry — Contessa Valentina Allegra de
Fontaine. Who is she and what is the agenda? Well,
maybe we will get to see more of Walker in episode 6.
Meanwhile, Flag Smashers have upped their ante
and are preparing for the final count down. Will they
succeed? Will the Falcon and Winter Soldier be able
to prevent Karli from going full guns ahead? Given
that death hangs over Falcon’s head, things will come
full circle next time.
The only thing missing here is the awe-inspiring
action. In almost all the episodes, till now, they have
been far between. The series has Falcon, Winter
Soldier and the now redundant Captain America and
yet the action is way below on the makers list. That
boggles the mind and wonders if it has all been saved
for episode 6 for the wow factor.
Definitely something that Avengers fans will be
looking forward to.
— Shalini Saksena

8]VaTSXT]cb)
Q !Rd_b2^[SQaTf
Q7P]SUd[^UXRT
Q !cPQ[Tb_^^]bR^R^]dc\X[Z
Q !cTPb_^^]bRPaP\T[bhad_
Q?X]RW^UbfTTcT]Ta^URW^XRTXU
STbXaTS
3XaTRcX^]b)
QH^dRP]_aT_PaTR^[SQaTfPc
W^\TdbX]V5aT]RW_aTbb^a
X]P\Pb^]YPadbX]V\db[X]
R[^cWX\_^acP]cXb_TaUTRc
R^UUTTQ[T]SU^ah^da
R^[SQaTf:TT__aT_PaTSR^[S
QaTfR^UUTTX]P_XcRWTa^a
RPaPUTX]cWTaTUaXVTaPc^a
Q?^da^]TRd_TXVWc^d]RTb^U
R^UUTTX]c^P\dVRd_^a
V[PbbYPaUX[[TSfXcWXRTBcXaX]
R^R^]dc\X[ZP]SRPaP\T[
bhad_0SSbfTTcT]TaXU
STbXaTSBTaeTX\\TSXPcT[h
2^dacTbh)6XaXbW2WP]SaP1TeTaPVT
CaPX]X]V<P]PVTa;PePiiP8]SXP

µ,GRQ¶WUHJUHWP\FKRLFHV¶
.81$/-$,6,1*+ZKRSOD\V9HHULQ6(7¶V.\XQ8WWKH'LO&KKRG
$D\HWHOOV086%$+$6+0,WKHDWWUDFWLRQRISOD\LQJWKHUROHKRZLW
KDVEHFRPHKLVSULRULW\DQGKLVVWRU\RIJLYLQJHQGOHVVDXGLWLRQV
Q What is your role in Kyun Utthe Dil
Chhod Aaye?
I play Veer, a self-destructive and
brooding person who is addicted to
alcohol. I am paired opposite Gracy, who
plays Amrit in the show. I will be
donning a different look. I am extremely
excited to be a part of this show and to
work with such a lovely production
house.
Q What made you take up the role?
The show offers beautiful love stories,
many action scenes and gives a bit of
knowledge to all the viewers about how
people’s suffering during the partition.
Earlier the show managed to depict the
pain and sorrow of 1947 perfectly. Now
with a leap of four years, the makers are
showing the story of the 1951 era and
have planned many new things for the
viewers. The concept of the show is
unique and the overall plot is not only
interesting, but intense and heartwrenching for me. Other than that, I
wanted to be a part of the show which
stands out from all the other shows I have
done in the past.
Q Did you have any apprehensions?
No, not at all. I knew I was going to
be part of this story post leap. I was
actually excited for it. With a lot of twists
and turns ahead in the show, this will be
a good start for me.
Q From Mann Kee Awaaz Pratigya to
Kyun Utthe Dil... how has the journey
been for you?
It has been a great one. I have been
able to grow and learn so much in every
role I have played. Every character I
essayed holds a special place in my
heart because with each character my
audience and my fans started loving
me more. Not only that, I learnt
something from every character I
played. Those were not only roles,
but life lessons. My only goal
during all these years has been to
make sure that the audience
understands the actions and
emotions of the characters I
play.
Q Omkara Singh Oberoi was
a much loved character...
Each show has his trials and
a story to tell. Ishqbaaaz was
focused on the story of three
brothers, and India’s first spin-off was Dil
Boley Oberoi. When it comes to Omkara

8fPbP[fPhb
_PbbX^]PcTPQ^dc
\hRPaTTaQdc
VTccX]VX]c^cWXb
b_PRTWPbQTT]
SXUUXRd[cVXeT]cWT
UPRccWPccWT2Xch
^U3aTP\bWPbP
[^cc^^UUTaQdc
cWTWPaSfPh

he was an artist who was the one
balancing factor between the brothers
and the family. Omkara has been a
special character for me. It earned me a
lot of love and support from my fans. I
am grateful for all that. The character will
always be valuable to me. I feel blessed
and lucky and I never thought it would
be so popular. The team, of course, was
great. We are still like a family. We all
have encouraged each other to perform
at our best and that was visible in the
show.
Q How did acting happen?
I was always passionate about my
career, but getting into this space has been
difficult, given the fact that the City of
Dreams has a lot to offer but the hard
way. I have been a part of endless
auditions ever since I have come here. I
have even stood in an audition line for
more than 10 hours. This industry has
offered me a platform to project my skills
and I am truly humbled by the fact that
today I am getting to do that. My
experience in the industry has been a
roller coaster ride with a lot of ups and
downs, but I have learnt that at the end
of it, it’s all worth it.
Q Do you have any regrets?
Till date, I don’t regret anything I
have done in life. If I talk about my
journey in the industry, it has been
beautiful. None of the characters that I
have played overlaps each other. We
should not regret anything. After all, we
do choose the opportunities that we think
is right at that time. How things will
unfold is not in anyone’s hands.
Regrets just make you sad and I
don’t want to feel sad for the
choices that I have made. I have
surely mellowed with time. I
might not do the roles now
which I did earlier, but when
back then, I was proud of what
I was doing and will always be.
Q What is there in the
pipeline?
My pipeline is full with
the current show that I am
doing. It is my only
priority. I am focused and
would like to be loyal to it. I
believe to make one’s work
stand out one should focus on a
single thing at a time. That is the
reason I prefer not to juggle projects.
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hief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan has said that the
C
number of Covid tests should
be increased and its report
should be ensured within 24
hours. The system of home isolation should be strengthened
and free medical kit should be
given to every patient living in
home isolation.
Chouhan said that the
facilities of beds, oxygen, injections, medicines, etc. should be
provided unhindered in hospitals in the State for treatment
of Corona. Also, information
about these facilities should be
made available to the public
through call center 1075 etc.
Chouhan was reviewing
the situation and arrangements
of Corona in the State from his
residence today through video
conferencing.
Medical
Education Minister Vishwas
Sarang, Public Health and
Family Welfare Minister
Prabhuram Chaudhary, Chief
Secretary Iqbal Singh Bains,

Additional Chief Secretary
Health Mohammad Suleman,
Additional Chief Secretary
Home Rajesh Rajaura, Health
Commissioner Akash Tripathi
etc. were present in the meeting through video conference.
The Chief Minister said
that the supply of oxygen in the
state is constantly increasing
and oxygen is being received as
per consumption. It should be
ensured that the oxygen
received is made available to all
the districts on time.
Four thousand oxygen
concentrators are being
arranged in different districts of
the state. Orders have been
issued in this connection. Two
thousand concentrators have
already been given and 150
more have come. Similarly,
action is being taken in connection with the commissioning of 58 oxygen plants in all
the districts. Of these, 21 have
been installed and 13 will be
operational soon.
There are 63,889 active
cases of Corona in the state. As
many as 11,269 new cases of

?X^]TTa_W^c^

Corona have come up. The
pace of spread of Corona infection has slowed down in the
state. 68 percent of active cases
are in home isolation and 32
percent in hospitals.
Chouhan said that arrangements should be made to
ensure prompt supply of
Remdesivir injection through
aircraft. Hetero Company has
been given order for one lakh
Remdesivir injections.
Chouhan has issued
instructions to ensure that
Corona test, CT scan and
Corona treatment should be
conducted at the same rate prescribed by private labs, hospitals. Rates of test and treatment
should be displayed outside the
hospital. Action should be
taken against hospitals which
charge more than the prescribed rates.
Chouhan directed to
increase Corona testing capacity in government and private
labs. Also, arrangements should
be such in these labs so that no
one has to line up to get
Corona test done.

0cP]ZTaRPaahX]V^ghVT]^eTacda]bSdaX]VPa^PSPRRXST]c]TPa?PafP[XhPBPSPZPc1W^_P[=PabX]VWVPaWWXVWfPhb<PSWhP
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case of molestation was
lodged with the Kolar
police after a 5-year-old girl
was molested by her father at
her house on Friday. The complaint was lodged with the
police after the victim told her
mother regarding the molestation.
According to the police,
when the victim was alone, the
accused father tried to molest
her, but before he could succeed in his intentions, the victim managed to escape and
informed her mother.
The victim told her mother about the harassment after
which her mother decided to
lodge a complaint and later,
they lodged a complaint with
the Kolar police.
The victim claimed that
the accused had threatened her
of killing her and told her to
keep mum over the act and
never report it to her mother.
After the preliminary investigation, the police have started
investigation.
The police have registered
a case under section 354 and
506 of the IPC and sections of
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T

o observe 152nd anniversary of Kasturba Gandhi,
an online event will be held for
art lovers. A painting, sketching and poem competition will
be held on topic Women's
Struggle for Emancipation,
Dignity and Freedom.
The competition is being
organised by ANSH Happiness
Society, Bhopal. Co-founder of
the youth led group Mohsin
Khan shared that they are
observing the 15nd anniversary
of Kasturba Gandhi for which
they have organised various
events including webinars and
poster competition.
Under the same series of
events, a competition of painting, sketching, poem and article is being held for which the
registrations are going on. The
topic of the competition is
Women's Struggle for
Emancipation, Dignity and
Freedom and the last date of
submission is April 30.
The event is being organised with an aim to bring light
to the life of Kasturba Gandhi
and to create an awareness of
her struggles.
Kasturba Bai was an Indian

:PbcdaQP6P]SWXUXabc
X]e^[eTSWTabT[UfXcW
_^[XcXRbX]B^dcW0UaXRP
X] (#fWT]fXcWWTa
WdbQP]SP]S^cWTab
bWTTbcPQ[XbWTScWT
?W^T]XgBTcc[T\T]c
]TPa3daQP]

political activist. She married
Mohandas Gandhi in 1883. In
association with her husband
and son, she was involved in
the Indian independence
movement in British-ruled
India. She was very influenced
by her husband Mahatma
Gandhi.
Kasturba Gandhi first
involved herself with politics in
South Africa in 1904 when,
with her husband and others,
she established the Phoenix
Settlement near Durban.
In 1913 she took part in
protests against the ill-treatment of Indian immigrants in
South Africa, for which she was
arrested and on September 23,
1913 was sentenced to hard
labour.
While in prison, she led
other women in prayer and
encouraged educated women to
teach the uneducated women
how to read and write.
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he TT Nagar police has T
arrested a fraudster who
T
duped a hotel employee to the
tune of C14 lakh in the name of
doubling money investment.
The victim, Rahul Yadav,
works with Sarthak and was
duped by Ayush Aryan in the
name of investment in foreign
currency. The victim was lured
of making the investment double-triple in very less time and
assured of the accused he provided C14 lakh through cheque
and cash.
Providing modus operandi the accused told that he is
fond of luxurious life and to
maintain such life he dupe
victims in different frauds.
In his complaint, the victim
stated that the accused used to
stay at hotel for days and above
hotel bill he would spent C1
lakh during his stay several
times. The victim was assured
and was impressed with the
lifestyle and provided the
money but even after 6 months,
the victim was not provided
with refund or double the
investment.
The victim approached
police and lodged complaint
and based on the complaint
after preliminary investigation
police registered a case of fraud
against the accused and nabbed
him.
The accused is a resident of
Bihar and used to live in rented house in Bhopal and was
involved in cheating for long.

the Protection of Children
from Sexual Offences Act,
2012 were also imposed and
have started further investigation.
Meanwhile, a 17-year-old
girl was sexually assaulted and
exploited for the past six
months at Cresher Basti by a
youth luring her of marriage.
Later, a case of rape was registered against the accused on
Friday by Ayodhya Nagar
police.
According to the police, the
matter came to fore after the
accused refused to marry her.
Police said that the victim was
sexually assaulted by the
accused who lives in the same
locality.
The girl in her complaint
stated that accused lured her
and sexually assaulted and
exploited her. The accused
assured her of marrying and
continued to sexually exploit
her for the past 6 month and
when victim asked to marry
her, he refused. The police
after preliminary investigation
registered a case against the
accused. A case under sections
376 and 506 of the IPC was registered against the accused.

heatre aspirants will learn
about body movements
and body language during a
theatre workshop.
A dance and chhau workshop will be organised by Kirti
Ballet Theatre Group wherein
the young theatre artists will be
trained on various aspects of
theatre. The young theatre
artists will showcase their talent by presenting the plays. The
workshop will be conducted by
Chandra Madhav Barik.
Besides, the participants
of the workshop will learn
about the other forms of stage
arts like dance and music

including the stage craft as well.
The workshop majorly
focuses on dance techniques,
body language, observational
skills, modulation, and abhinay.
This will provide a unique
knowledge practice based techniques, which is very important
to acquire in this career.
Besides, the participants will be
told about different instruments used in producing theatre music which they will
present in the play.
In Chhau dance, body
movements and expressions
plays a vital role. The participants will be given training of
maintaining it throughout the
performance.
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C

hief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan has said that on
Friday, we got 350 metric
tonnes of oxygen, whereas consumption has been 335 metric
tonnes. The supply of oxygen
is fast returning to normal in
the State. By making local
arrangements, 1,293 oxygen
concentrators have been
installed in the districts.
Approval by the Central
Government for supply of 445
MT oxygen till April 20, 565
MT till April 25 and 700 MT on
April 30 has been obtained.

This amount of oxygen would
be sufficient for estimated
patients till April end. Chief
Minister Shri Chouhan was
conducting a meeting with
senior officials at his residence.
Chouhan also gave necessary
guidelines to the officers on
phone since morning.
Chouhan said that he is
constantly in touch with all the
important persons related to
arrangements including the
Union Ministers for the supply
of oxygen, injections and other
facilities in the State.
Negotiations are in progress
with the district authorities.
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M

edical Education Minister
Vishwas Kailash Sarang
has instructed that care should
be taken to ensure that no
patient should face problem.
Keep constant communication
with the nodal officers. He has
directed that the SDM should
maintain communication with
the hospital of its circle. On
Saturday, Sarang was reviewing
the efforts being made for the
corona patients in the auditorium at the Smart City office.
Minister Sarang has said

that the number of beds is
being continuously increased,
so that patients can get proper
treatment. Sarang said that
arrangements should be made
to have a dialogue with the
family members of the patients
through a zoom meeting. He
also reviewed the arrangements for oxygen supply, timber arrangements at the crematorium, remedies for injections and other medicines.
Patients with home isolation were also assessed. It was
told that through the control
room, the team of doctors of

Ayush department is constantly
discussing with the patients of
home isolation. Sarang
instructed that the patient
should receive positive, negative reports through SMS system.
Principal Secretary Food
Faiz Ahmed Kidwai, Divisional
Commissioner KavindraKiwat,
Collector AvinashLavania, DIG
Irshad Vali, Bhopal Gas
Tragedy
Relief
and
Rehabilitation Director
BasantKurre, Municipal
Corporation Commissioner
K.V.S. Chaudhary was present.
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here was no let-up in the
Covid-19 surge in Haryana
T
on Saturday as the State reported a record 7717 new cases of
the disease which took its
cumulative infection tally to
3,49,794.
Thirty two more fatalities
due to the viral disease were
reported in the State in a span
of 24 hours, pushing its overall death toll to 3,386, according to a health department bulletin.
Of the fresh cases,
Gurugram, the worst-hit district in the state, accounted for
2549, its highest single-day
spike so far. Among other districts that reported a big spike
are Faridabad (987), Karnal
(477), Sonipat (646), Panchkula
(349), Hisar (507), Ambala
(173), Kurukshetra (201) and
Sirsa (231), the bulletin said.
On Friday and Wednesday,
the State had recorded 6277
and 5858 coronavirus cases

respectively.
Among the latest deaths,
five each were from Faridabad
and Panipat, three were from
Hisar, Karnal, Rohtak and two
each from Gurugram, Ambala,
Panchkula, Palwal and Jind.
One each from Fatehabad,
Yamunanagar, Kurukshetra
districts.
The number of active
Covid-19 cases in Haryana
stands at 38558. So far, 3,07,850
people have recovered from the
disease, and the state has a
recovery rate of 88.01 per cent,
the bulletin said.
Amid rising COVID-19
cases in the State, the Haryana
government has decided to
allow officials equal to the
rank of under secretary or
below to work from home and
restrict their physical attendance in offices to 50 per cent.
A letter in this regard has been
issued by the Chief Secretary’s
office.
Officers of the level of
deputy secretary, equivalent
and above are to attend offices
on a regular basis, it said.
According to the order, rosters

for employees’ attendance are
to be prepared by divisional
and wing heads and if required,
they can call for more than 50
per cent physical attendance on
administrative grounds.
Officials who do not attend
office on a particular day will
make themselves available on
phone and other electronic
means of communication at all
times from their residence and
work from home, it said.
PUNJAB REPORTS HIGHEST SINGLE-DAY SPIKE OF
4498 CASES, 64 MORE DIE
Punjab’s daily Covid-19 cases

surged to a record high of 4498
on Saturday, taking the State’s
cumulative tally to 2,95,138,
according to a medical bulletin.
The state’s previous biggest
jump of 4333 Covid-19 cases
was reported on April 15 while
3,477 cases on April 12.
Punjab’s death toll climbed to
7834 as 64 more people succumbed to the disease, the
bulletin said. The number of
active cases increased to 32499.
There are 46 critical patients
who are on ventilator support
while 401 are on oxygen support, it said.
Ludhiana reported the

highest number of fresh cases
at 835, followed by 790 in SAS
Nagar, 449 in Jalandhar, 372 in
Patiala and 352 in Amritsar. Of
the latest fatalities, 10 were
reported from SAS Nagar,
seven from Patiala, six each
were reported from Amritsar,
Ludhiana and Gurudaspur;
four each from Tarn Taran
and Bathinda.
A total of 2615 coronavirus patients were discharged
after they recovered from the
infection, taking the total number of cured persons to
2,54,805. So far, 65,61, 028
samples have been collected for
testing in the state, it added.
431 CASES, 2 DEATHS IN
CHANDIGARH
Chandigarh on Saturday
reported two deaths and 431
cases of coronavirus, taking the
infection count to 33,309 in the
joint capital of Punjab and
Haryana. It had on Friday
recorded 481 Covid-19 cases,
the highest single-day since
global pandemic struck. Last
year, on September 13,
Chandigarh logged 449 cases.

With two deaths, so far, 410
people have died from the
infection in the union territory, according to a medical bulletin. The number of active
cases stood at 3414. A total of
438 patients were discharged
after they recovered from the
infection, taking the number of
cured persons to 29,485. A
total of 3,58,865 samples have
been taken for testing so far.
12 DEATHS, 1,392 NEW
CASES IN HIMACHAL
The COVID-19 death toll
in Himachal Pradesh rose to
1,167 on Saturday with 12
more fatalities, while 1,392
new cases took the infection
count to 75,587, an official said.
The active cases in the state
climbed to 8,444, the official
said.
Special Health Secretary
Nipun Jindal said three people
each died in Shimla and
Kangra, two in Solan and one
each in Sirmaur, Mandi, Kullu
and Lahaul-Spiti districts.
Meanwhile, 647 people recovered from the disease in the
past 24 hours, he added.
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cute shortage of the
Remdesivir injections
A
could worsen after 800 vials of
the lifesaving injections for
Corona patients were stolen
from Hamidia hospital of the
State Capital on Saturday.
Senior police and administration rushed to hospital
after the newsbreak regarding
the injection were stolen from
the hospital premises which
reached on the same day.
Under the worsening situation of Corona pandemic and
depleting health services
Remdesivir injections which
work as life saving medication
were run out of stock across
the market by the end of the
last week but were sold in black
market as high as C20,000 to C
35,000 per injection. A Covid
-19 patient with infected lungs
requires a complete dose of six
injections over five days and
which proof live saving in
most of the cases.
The massive amount of
injections were supplied to
the hospital by administration on Friday. The hospital
administration had stored the
stock for use but on Saturday
morning when a team of doc-

tors looked for vials to administer them to patients, the box
was found missing.
DIG Bhopal Irshad Wali
reached the hospital and after
taking stock of the situation
said that the accused would be
nabbed soon. Police suspect
that some insider is behind the
theft and staff involved in the
handling of the vials would be
questioned. All the CCTV
footages would be checked to
find the person involved in the
theft.
MP Medical Education
Minister Vishwas Sarang said
that he had received the information about the theft of the
injections which is a very serious matter. Divisional
Commissioner Kavindra
Kiyawat and Bhopal Deputy
Inspector General of Police
Irshad Wali have reached the
spot and started investigations.
Apart from beds and oxygen shortage of Remdesivir
injections has been reported
from various parts of Madhya
Pradesh which are battling a
surge in Covid-19 cases.
Madhya Pradesh has recorded
89,052 new cases and 439
fatalities since the beginning of
April.
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aryana Deputy Chief
Minister
Dushyant
H
Chautala has written to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
urged him to resume talks
with the farmers protesting
the Centre’s three farm laws.
In his letter, Chautala said
a team of three to four cabinet
ministers may restart discussion with the farmers who
have been camping at the Delhi
borders for over 100 days. “I
would like to bring to your kind
attention that our ‘’Annadattas’’
are on roads at Delhi border
agitating in respect of newly
enacted three farm laws of the
Central government. It is a
matter of concern that such agitation is going on for more than
hundred days,” Chautala wrote
in the letter.
Chautala said he believes
every problem has a solution by
way of mutual discussions.
“The earlier discussion
between the central govern-

ment and farmers’ union
brought a few solutions to the
concerns raised by Samyukt
Morcha. “In this regard, a team
consisting of three to four
senior cabinet ministers may
lead the delegation for resuming talks with farmers so as to
bring an amicable conclusion
in this issue,” he wrote in his letter dated April 15.
The deputy chief minister
wrote the letter days after state’s
home minister Anil Vij’s missive to Union Agriculture
Minister Narendra Singh
Tomar, saying talks with peasants should be resumed to
resolve the issue. Vij had said
he was concerned as a large
number of farmers were
sitting on Haryana’s borders
amid a surge in COVID-19
cases in the state.
Haryana chief minister
Manohar Lal Khattar too has
appealed to the farmers to end
their agitation due to the
increase in the number of
Covid cases in the state.
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t least one person died of
Covid-19 every hour on an
average in Jharkhand during
the past one week, causing
arguably the worst ever spike in
casualty rate since the entry of
the virus in the state back in
March 2020, data with the
state government reveals.
As many as 201 people
have died of the viral infection
in the state since April 10, indicating that on an average
around 28 deaths occurred in

the state every day during the
past seven days, figures compiled by the National Health
Mission (NHM) highlights.
Ranchi topped the list in
terms of casualties during the
week, followed by East
Singhbhum, which continues
to account for the highest
number of total Covid fatalities
among the 24 districts in the
state so far. As per NHM data,
Ranchi accounted for 61 of the
201 deaths, while East
Singhbhum reported 42 Covid
fatalities.
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imachal Pradesh Chief
Minister Jai Ram Thakur
on Saturday said over 90 per
cent of the Covid patients are
under home isolation in the
state.
Presiding over a virtual
review meeting of Covid-19 situation in Sirmour district from
Nalagarh, he said special thrust
must be laid on increasing the
number of tests to detect covid19 patients besides strengthening the mechanism of home
isolation in the State.
He said that doctors must
ensure proper treatment and
regular monitoring of the
patients under home isolation,
adding that the health department must regularly monitor
health parameters of the
patients under home isolation.
He said that elected representatives of the panchayati raj
institutions must also be
involved to keep a watch on the
health conditions of those
under home isolation.

Thakur said that the industrialists of Kala Amb and
Poanta Sahib areas must be
asked to ensure that the workers in their units strictly follow
the SoPs and guidelines issued
by the State Government to
check the spread of this virus.
He said that focus should be
laid on contact tracing of the
covid-19 positive patients.
He said that this would go
a long way in timely detection
of covid-19 cases in the State.
He said that oxygenated bed
capacity in the district should
also be increased. He said that
the shopkeepers must also
ensure to strictly follow ‘No
Mask, No Service’ policy to
check the spread of coronavirus.
The Chief Minister said
that the district administration
must also ensure the social
functions such as marriages etc.
must strictly follow the maximum limit prescribed for such
events. He said that action, if
required, could be taken against
the violators. He said that dis-

trict administration must also
ensure that adequate arrangements be made to meet out the
demand in case of any major
surge in the cases.
He said that people must
be motivated to use face masks
and hand sanitizers and also
avoid overcrowding in public
places and that effective regulation of devotees must also be
ensured in temples and other
religious places to avoid overcrowding.
Secretary Health Amitabh

Awasthi said that the pace of
vaccination must be increased
as this was an effective tool to
protect ourselves from this
virus. He said that adequate
doctors, para medical staff and
equipment would be provided
in all the hospitals in the district. He said that adequate
stock of medicines and other
equipment must be ensured by
the Chief Medical Officers in
their respective districts to
meet any eventuality. He said
that all the private hospitals

must be asked to be prepared
as their services may be
required in case of any eventuality.
Deputy Commissioner
Sirmour R.K. Pruthi, participating in the meeting virtually from Nahan of Sirmour district, said that there has been a
sharp surge in the number of
Covid-19 cases in the district.
He said that out of the total 598
active cases, about 500 were
from industrial areas of Kala
Amb and Poanta Sahib.
He has that out of these
about 580 patients were under
home isolation.
He said that the biggest
cause of concern was the
increase in the number of cases
in rural areas, adding that
effective IEC campaign has
been launched in the district to
educate the people regarding
precautions to be adopted to
check the spread of this pandemic.
CM REVIEWS COVID-19
SITUATION WITH STAKE-

HOLDERS AT TRADE CENTRE BADDI
The State Government is
making all out efforts to check
the spread of coronavirus by
educating the people to take
preventive measures by wearing face masks and maintaining social distancing. Chief
Minister Jai Ram Thakur said
this while addressing the
review meeting with the stakeholders at Trade Centre Baddi
in Solan district on Saturday.
He said that now the second surge in the cases of
Covid-19 pandemic was more
alarming and challenging,
pointing out that there were
only 218 active Covid-19 cases
left in the State on 23rd of
February this year whereas
today this number has crossed
7700 mark.
He said that the State has
reported about 200 deaths during the last about 50 days. He
said that the State has crossed
that 2000 figure of active cases
only in twenty days which was
a serious matter of concern.
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r GD Puri, Dean
(Academics) and Head,
D
Department of Anaesthesia
and Intensive Care, Post
Graduate Institute of Medical
Education and Research
(PGIMER) on Saturday said
that every second Covid-19
infected patient admitted at
PGIMER, Chandigarh is below
45 years of age. He said the new
strain apparently affected
younger patients and spread
much faster than the earlier
strain. Patients (young) should
not wait if the baseline
saturation falls below 94 per
cent or drops after walking and
immediately report to
PGIMER, he adds.

He says that Punjab and
Chandigarh region is now witnessing peak of the second
wave of covid-19 pandemic.
This peak may continue for
another couple of weeks. The
decline of Covid-19 cases in
this region may witness after
mid-May onwards, he adds.
Dr Puri further says that
both the vaccines Covishield
and Covaxin are very much
effective against new variants.
The Covid vaccine reduces
severity of illness, even if the
person gets an infection after
taking the vaccine, then it
reduces the chances of hospitalisation. The vaccine will
help to build the herd immunity hence it would help to contain the pandemic. In an interview with The Pioneer, Dr GD
Puri talks about Covid situation
in Chandigarh after confirmation report of UK variant as
well as arrangement for Covid19 and non-Covid-19 patients
at PGIMER, Chandigarh:
Excerpts from the interview:
The number of Covid-19
cases in Chandigarh is
increasing. How do you read
the new numbers? Is UT now
witnessing the peak of the sec-

ond wave of pandemic?
Yes, this region (Punjab
and Chandigarh) is witnessing
the peak of the second wave of
covid-19 pandemic. This peak
may continue for another couple of weeks. We may see a
decline of Covid-19 cases after
mid-May onwards. As much as
people will continue to adhere
to Covid appropriate behaviour, the pandemic will be
contained at the earliest.
How is the second wave of
covid-19 different from the
first wave of the pandemic?
In the first wave of the pandemic, the Covid-19 illness
used to give a time of seven
days, and the condition of
patients used to deteriorate
after the seventh day. This
time, a lot of younger patients
are deteriorating faster in just
4-5 days. In the first or second
CT scan itself, lung involvement is diagnosed in patients.
Patients are complaining with
Covid pneumonia, breathlessness, chest tightness and
abdominal symptoms like diarrhoea. The cough is coming
late in these patients and high
grade fever is there. This strain
is highly contagious as all fam-

ily members are getting infected, including children. Getting
a flu shot lessens the risk of
severe influenza (flu) among
adults, including reducing the
risk of hospitalisation and
admission to the intensive care
unit (ICU), and also decreases
the severity of illness. We all
must wear face masks, maintain social distancing and adopt
hand hygiene daily otherwise
we will continue to face many
more waves of the contagion.
Some people including
Chandigarh DGP Sanjay
Beniwal were infected by
covid-19 even after taking
both the doses of the vaccine.
What would you say?
It is early to say anything
regarding this as the study is
on. Both Covishield and
Covaxin are very much effective against new variants.
Getting a flu shot decreases the
risk of severe influenza (flu)
among the people and also the
severity of illness. The vaccine
will help to build the herd
immunity hence it would help
to contain the pandemic. Both
Covishield and Covaxin are
very much effective against
new variants. One should fol-

low Covid Appropriate behaviour even after vaccination
because it will take time to
develop antibodies against the
virus. The priority groups of
the population should get vaccinated against Covid-19 disease which will help to protect
against this disease and reduce
the intensity/severity of the
disease which will further help
in breaking the chain of the
Covid-19 transmission.
Do you think, Covid-19 cases
increased in Chandigarh due
to the UK variant? Which age
groups of people are infected
more from the UK variant?
Covid- 19 cases surging at
a rate much faster in the second
wave than the first wave in this
region and UK variant could be
responsible for this faster rate
as it was proved by the latest
findings of the PGIMER samples sent to National Centre for
Diseases Control (NCDC),
New Delhi. UT and neighbouring States including
Punjab had witnessed the first
wave of Covid-19 peak in
September last year. Currently,
this region has been witnessing
the second wave of Covid-19
peak. 50 percent of total

patients having moderate and
severe symptoms of Covid-19
admitted in PGIMER are below
45 years of age. A lot of younger
patients need intensive care
treatment and many of them
are in their 20s or 30s only. The
patients are deteriorating faster
than before and developing
severe illness. The deterioration
was slow last time as the oxygen saturation used to dip at a
slower pace. This time, the oxygen saturation dips faster as
soon as it dips below 95 if there
is
lung
involvement.
Considering the high transmission and faster spread of
Covid-19 by the UK variant, it
is suggested that everyone
should
follow
Covid
Appropriate Behavior.
After a confirmation report of
UK variant among Covid-19
patients in Chandigarh, what
are the additional arrangements made at PGIMER?
Only, patients having moderate and severe symptoms of
Covid-19 are admitted at Covid
hospital in PGIMER which
has increased its beds for
Covid-19 patients from 200 to
300 out of which 50 are of ICU
beds. We are seriously follow-

ing Centre Government’s
guidelines including ‘Test,
Track and Treat’ to stop this
emerging peak of the virus. We
have scaled up the rate of RTPCR tests, with a special focus
on those areas where positive
rates are high in Chandigarh.
We are taking all measures to
ensure that every patient can
get treatment.
Whether any health workers
of PGIMER are infected to
Covid-19?
PGIMER has about 2000
doctors and 2000 nurses.
Around 250 health workers of
PGIMER have isolated themselves in the last one and half
months (second wave of the
pandemic). In the first wave of
Covid-19, around 1500 health
workers were infected to covid19. We have a sufficient number of health workers to take
care of the patients admitted
here in PGIMER.
Amid a surge in Covid-19
cases, Chandigarh administration imposed weekend
lockdown. Do you think some
more steps should be taken to
contain the peak of the
pandemic?

The need of the hour is to
contain the peak of the pandemic. We must take precautions as the cases are on rise
again. Chandigarh administration has taken several steps
including shutting down gymnasium and spa among others
to contain the pandemic. At the
same time, people must adhere
to the safety protocol like washing hands thoroughly with
soap or using sanitizer, wear
masks and maintain social distancing.
Do you think that cases are
increasing rapidly because
virus is in the air?
It is early to say anything
regarding this as study
regarding the rapid rise of
coronavirus due to its presence
in the air is on.
Some studies state that
cases increase due to humidity and pollution. The virus is
largely transmitted when large
droplets, which are exhaled by
those infected, settle on surfaces and contaminate them.
The available data also indicate
that exposure to air pollution
may influence Covid-19 transmission. The exact reasons for
this are not yet clear.
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Narendra Modi after her meeting with chief ministers of
Congress-ruled states to take a
jibe at the Centre.
Both Sonia and Rahul earlier have written to Modi asking him to expand the country’s vaccination drive against
Covid-19.
“I have written to the
Prime Minister after meeting
with them. Our Chief
Ministers have spoken to the
Prime Minister and written to
the concerned minister from
time to time pleading for relief.
Some of them were left with
only a few days of vaccine, no
oxygen or ventilators. But
there has been thundering
silence on the part of the
Government. On the contrary
some other states have
received preferential treatment/relief,” she said.
“Instead of listening to
the constructive suggestions of
the opposition, Union
Ministers are pressed into service to attack leaders of opposition for giving those sugges-

tions. This convoluted “me
versus you” debate is childish
and totally unnecessary,” she
added.
Sonia said Goods and
Services Tax (GST) on all
equipment, instruments, medicines and support required to
prevent and treat Covid-19
should be made free. “It is a
matter of grave concern that
life saving drugs like
Remdesivir etc. and medical
oxygen as also other basic
supplements are subjected to
GST @ 12%. Even basic equipments like Oxymeters and life
saving critical equipment like
ventilators are subjected to
20% GST. In the current state
of affairs, this is inhuman and
untenable,” she added.
The Government must
provide financial support for
the poor in the form of monthly income support and transfer C6,000 in the account of
every eligible citizen, who
have been hit by the partial
curfews, travel restrictions,
closure and lockdowns put in
place by authorities, she said in
her CWC meeting statement.
“Similarly, with reverse
migration of labour already
having started, it will be critical to immediately address

their need of safe transportation as indeed their suitable
rehabilitation in host as well as
home States,” Sonia said.
At the meet, she said that
the Modi government was
unprepared in evaluating and
managing the crisis. She added
that the Congress believed
that fighting the pandemic
was national challenge and
that it should be kept above
party politics. She said that the
government did not listen to
constructive suggestions made
by the Opposition on the management of the pandemic, and
that Union ministers attacked
leaders of opposition for giving suggestions.
“This convoluted ‘me versus you’ debate is childish and
totally unnecessary,” Sonia
asserted accusing the Centre of
giving preferential treatment to
some states while maintaining
“thundering silence” on
requests of states ruled by the
Congress and opposition parties.
“As the central and state
governments move ahead to
control the situation by resorting to partial curfews, travel
restrictions, closure and lock
downs; we will again be
restricting economic activity
that will hit the already beleaguered people, especially the
poor and the daily wagers,” she
said.
Taking on these challenging times as Indians rather
than as political opponents will
be true ‘Rajadharma’, Sonia
stressed.

of the lifesaving machines,
saying 1,121 ventilators are to
be given to Maharashtra, 1,700
to Uttar Pradesh, 1,500 to
Jharkhand, 1,600 to Gujarat,
152 to Madhya Pradesh and
230 to Chhattisgarh.
Detailing the number of
beneficiaries vaccinated in
each targeted segment of the

population, Vardhan also
addressed the issue of vaccine
shortage.
“The total consumption
of vaccines so far (wastage
included) has been approximately 12.57 crore doses
against the 14.15 crore doses
provided by the Centre to the
states,” he said.

Vardhan said about 1.58
crore doses are still available
with the states while another
1.16 crore doses are in pipeline,
to be delivered by next week.
Emphasizing that there is
no shortage of vaccines, he
strongly pushed for further
ramping up the vaccination
exercise.
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rappling with the surge in
Covid-19 cases, various
States in a meeting with the
Centre on Saturday highlighted the shortage of oxygen
cylinders, Remdesivir in hospitals, ventilator stocks and
poor supply of vaccine doses.
Eleven States and Union
Territories,
including
Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh
and Delhi, account for 79.32
per cent of the new coronavirus cases in the country
were present at the meeting.
The high-level meeting
was chaired by Union Health
Minister Harsh Vardhan with
the Health Ministers of 11
States and Union Territories to
review measures taken by them
for prevention, containment
and management of the recent
surge in Covid-19 cases.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi is scheduled to meet top
officials of several ministries
later in the evening to review
the overall covid situation and
vaccination drive.
M a h a r a s h t r a ,
Chhattisgarh, Rajasthan,
Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh,
Kerala, West Bengal, Delhi,
Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and
Uttar Pradesh have been
reporting an unprecedented
surge in new infections.
In a statement here, the
Ministry said “Many of them
(States) raised the issue of
dovetailing the medical oxygen
supply lines and capping of

M
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he CPI(M) polit bureau on
Saturday said that the
United States must lift their
export ban on raw materials for
the production of vaccines.
In a statement, the Left
party pointed out that the
export ban by the US is a doublespeak, citing US President
Joe Biden’s assurances in the
recently convened Quad
Summit.
“The ban on exports of
materials used in vaccine production goes completely
against these stated aims. The
Modi government, which sets

much store on the Quad
alliance, must ensure that the
Biden administration keeps
to its committed word and
immediately ensures supply of
essential vaccine material to
India. This is the least that
must be done when India is
facing vaccine shortage in the
face of an unprecedented surge
of Covid infections,” said
CPI(M).
The CPI(M) also pointed
out the concerns raised by
Serum Institute of India head
Adar Poonawala on hampering of production in India due
to the US Government’s ban
on export of raw materials of

vaccine.
“The scaling up of vaccine
production in India is being
hampered by the shortage of
the intermediate material
required for vaccine production. Much of this material
such as filters, solutions and
plastic bags come from the
United States. But the U.S.
Administration has banned
the export of vaccine material under its Defence
Production Act. Despite
requests by the Indian authorities, no relaxation or exemption has been given for export
of these items,” the CPI(M)
said in a statement.

prices of essential drugs like
Remdesivir which has been
sold in the black market at
exorbitant prices.
“Double mutant strain in
Maharashtra was a key point of
concern.
The
Delhi
Government requested for
additional beds in Central
Government hospitals as was
done in 2020 to help tide over
the emergent health crisis,”
the Ministry said.
The notification of the
Home Ministry, granting permission to states to utilize up
to 50 per cent of their annual
allocation of State Disaster

Response Fund, and that of the
Union Health Ministry, allowing utilisation of unspent
pending balance under
National Health Mission as on
April 1, 2021 for COVID management purposes, were reiterated, it said.
Union Health Secretary
Rajesh Bhushan informed the
states on the steps taken to provide medical grade oxygen
and augmenting Remdesivir
stocks in the country.
The states were also
informed about the issuance of
the calendar of medical oxygen
supply from different oxygen

manufacturers in the country.
The steps taken for unhindered
movement of oxygen cylinders
from their manufacturing units
across states were also detailed,
the Ministry said.
Taking note of the active
surge in cases witnessed since
last February in which most
states have now crossed their
highest tally, Harsh Vardhan
urged the states to give special
focus on the prominent five to
six cities in their administration and map medical colleges
to either these cities or adjoining 2-3 districts. The states
were asked to seek out positive

T

aintaining that India has
been caught off guard in
its fight against the deadly
coronavirus once again despite
having a year to prepare,
Congress president Sonia
Gandhi on Saturday urged the
Government to ramp up its
strategy to tackle the menace
as she pointed out to the overwhelmed medical infrastructure and shortage of vaccines
and drugs.
Sonia was speaking during
the meeting of the Congress
Working Committee (CWC)
meeting, which was attended
by former party chief Rahul
Gandhi, general secretaries
and State in-charges of the
party.
She reiterated her insistence on lowering the immunisation age to 25 years and
above “as also all younger persons with at-risk health disorders like asthma, angina, diabetes, kidney & liver diseases
and other similar ailments.”
The Congress came out
with a 14-point attack on
Government over ‘grave errors’
in Covid-19 management.
Sonia also spoke about
her letter to Prime Minister

cases with the onset of early
symptoms so that prompt and
effective treatment checks the
deterioration of health in the
deceased, the statement said.
Large containment zones
for achieving community quarantine were also suggested as
a strategy. During the meeting,
Vardhan assured fresh supply
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earing two face coverings
or masks can nearly double the effectiveness of filtering
out SARS-CoV-2-sized particles, preventing them from
reaching the wearer’s nose and
mouth and causing Covid-19,
as per a recent study.
The findings published in
JAMA Internal Medicine also
states that the reason for the
enhanced filtration is not about
adding too many layers of
cloth but eliminating any gaps
or poor-fitting areas of a mask.
“The medical procedure
masks are designed to have
very good filtration potential
based on their material, but the
way they fit our faces isn’t perfect,” said Emily SickbertBennett, PhD, associate professor of infectious diseases at
the UNC School of Medicine
and lead author of the study.
To test the fitted filtration
efficiency (FFE) of a range of
masks, UNC researchers
worked with James Samet,
PhD, and colleagues in the
USEPA Human Studies Facility
on the campus of UNC-Chapel
Hill. There they filled a 10-foot
by 10-foot stainless-steel exposure chamber with small salt
particle aerosols and had
researchers don combinations
of masks to test how effective
they were at keeping particles
out of their breathing space.
A transmission electron
microscopic image that shows
SARS-CoV-2 also known as
2019-nCoV, the virus that causes Covid-19, isolated from a
patient in the US, as the Virus
particles are shown emerging
from the surface of cells cultured in the lab- the spikes on
the outer edge of the virus particles give coronaviruses their
name, crown-like.
Each individual mask or
layered mask combination was
fitted with a metal sample port,
which was attached to tubing in
the exposure chamber that
measured the concentration
of particles entering the breathing space underneath the
researcher’s mask. A second
tube measured the ambient
concentration of particles in the
chamber. By measuring particle concentration in the breathing space underneath the mask
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of Covid-appropriate
behaviour and mutation of
Lack
the virus are the two main reasons behind the rapid spread of
coronavirus infections in the
country, AIIMS director Dr
Randeep Guleria on Saturday
said even as he expressed concern over the religious and
political activities taking place
in a few States, cautioning
that they must be done in a
restricted manner.
“The cause for the surge ...
is multifactorial. But two main
causes are that people have
stopped following Covidappropriate behaviour during
January-February when the
vaccination started and cases
went down. Also, at this time,
the virus mutated and spread
more rapidly,” Dr Guleria said
to a news agency.
“This is a time when a lot
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compared to that in the chamber, researchers determined
the FFE.
“We also had the
researchers in the chamber

of religious activities happen
in our country and polls are
also underway. We must
understand lives are also
important. We can do this in
a restricted manner so that
religious sentiment is not hurt
& Covid appropriate behaviour can be followed,” said Dr
Guleria. He also highlighted
that India was witnessing a
huge strain in the healthcare
system and efforts need to be
stepped up to keep increasing
our hospital beds/resources
for the increasing number of
cases.
We also have to urgently
bring down the number of
Covid-19 cases, he added.
“This is a time when a lot
of religious activities happen
in our country and polls are
also underway. We must
understand that lives are also
important. We can do this in
a restricted manner so that

religious sentiments are not
hurt and Covid-appropriate
behaviour can be followed,” he
said.
His remarks come in the
backdrop of the ongoing
Kumbh mela in Uttarakhand,
which has attracted people from
different parts of the country in
large numbers.
Talking about the immunisation drive, Dr Guleria said that
India should gradually lift or
lower the age bar for beneficiaries to widen the vaccination
ambit. “We should gradually lift
or lower the age bar so that
more and more people come
into the pool of people who can
be vaccinated. That will happen
in the coming few weeks.
“We will have more and
more vaccines that will come
into the common pool which
will allow us to open up the vaccination to a larger population,”
he said.

undergo a series of range-ofmotion activities to simulate
the typical motions a person
may do throughout their day - bending at the waist, talking,
and looking left, right, up and
down,” said Phillip Clapp, PhD,
an inhalation toxicologist in the
UNC School of Medicine who
has been testing mask FFE
with Sickbert-Bennett since
the pandemic began.
According to their findings, the baseline fitted filtration efficiency (FFE) of a mask
differs from person to person,
due to each person’s unique
face and mask fit. But generally, a procedure mask without

altering the fit is about 40-60
per cent effective at keeping
Covid-19-sized particles out. A
cloth mask is about 40 per cent
effective.
Their recent findings on
doubling of face masks show
that when a cloth mask is
placed over a surgical mask, the
FFE improved by about 20 per
cent, and improved even more
with a snug-fitting, sleeve-type
mask, such as a gaiter. When
layered over procedure masks,
cloth masks improve fit by
eliminating gaps and holding
the procedure mask closer to
the face, consistently covering
the nose and mouth.
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he Centre has conveyed to
the Gujarat Government
T
that DRDO is establishing a
900-bedded hospital in
Ahmedabad to cater to the
“alarming surge” in Covid-19
cases there.
The Union Home Ministry
has also directed the Central
Armed Police Forces (CAPFs)
or the Central paramilitary
forces to spare 25 doctors and
75 paramedics and ensure that
they report by April 21 to man
the hospital in Gujarat.
“The hospital is being
established at the Gujarat
University Convention Centre,
Ahmedabad to cater to the
alarming surge of the Covid
cases there,” reads an order
issued by Additional Director
General (Medical) of CAPFs
under the Union Home
Ministry on Friday.
It has further been decided and conveyed that CAPFs
are required to provide 25
medical officers and 75 paramedical/nursing staff, reads
the order.
“It is, therefore, requested
that the following number of
doctors and paramedics/nursing staff be detailed for the purpose please,” it said.
The detailed staff should
report to the nodal officer
(Colonel B Chaubey, DRDO
Hospital, Ahmedabad by April

21 positively, it said.
Through the order, the
ADG (Medical), CAPFs, Dr
Mukesh Saxena has also named
Devarshi Raval as the nodal
officer for making logistical
arrangements at Gujarat
University.
The letter has been circulated to Inspector General
(Medical) of the Border
Security Force (BSF), Central
Reserve Police Force (CRPF)
and Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB).
The BSF will send 10 doctors and 30 paramedics, the
CRPF) will spare 10 doctors
and 25 nursing staff and SSB to
chip in with five doctors and 20
paramedical personnel for the
DRDO hospital in Ahmedabad.
Through the communication to the heads of CRPF, BSF
and SSB, the Ministry has asked
them to send their team on
priority and the doctors and
paramedics have to report to
the nodal officer of the said hospital latest by April 21.
The Defence Research and
Development Organisation
(DRDO) hospital set to be
operationalised by late next
week, officials said.
On Friday, the Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh directed the DRDO to reopen the
Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel Covid
care hospital here which was set
up in July last year. He has also
asked the defence body to set
up a new facility in Lucknow.

others to clear the “mass gathering” from Haridwar amid a
surge in Covid-19 cases across
the country and prescribe a
safety protocol with respect to
people returning from Kumbh
Mela.
The plea, which referred to
the recent spike in COVID-19
cases, has also sought directions to the Centre and the
Uttarakhand government to
immediately withdraw the
advertisements inviting people
to Haridwar for Kumbh Mela.
It said that the Election
Commission should be asked
to issue direction to the
authorities in the states where
elections are being held to
strictly enforce COVID-19
guidelines during the poll
process and take appropriate
action against the violators.
The plea, filed by Noidaresident Sanjai Kumar Pathak,
said that COVID-19 cases are
increasing rapidly across the
country and the health infrastructure is “crumbling” in
many states.
It claimed that hospitals
and crematoriums are running
out of space and shortage of
essential drugs has been
reported from many cities.
The petition said that
India is currently witnessing
its highest surge in COVID-19

cases since onset of the pandemic, but visuals of lakh of
devotees crowding in
Haridwar for Kumbh Mela
and in election rallies in states
have surfaced.
“On the one hand, poor
common man on the street is
often punished and treated
violently by the police and
executive authorities for individual violations of COVID-19
rules and regulations in the
name of strict enforcement,
and on the other hand, the
authorities are not only permitting but facilitating and
promoting congregation of
people in the events like
Kumbh-2021 and election rallies,” the plea has alleged.
It sought the apex court’s
direction to the Centre,
Uttarakhand government and
the National Disaster
Management Authority to not
encourage or promote any
gathering or event “inconsistent with the spirit and object
of the COVID guidelines” and
orders issued by these authorities.
“It is axiomatic that the
respondents have turned a
blind eye towards the violation
of COVID-19 guidelines at the
Kumbh Mela and during election campaigns and rallies
which have the potential to
become super spreader events
but common people on the
street is being fined and challans are being issued,” the plea
has claimed.
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private vehicle does not
come within the expression of a “public place” as per
the explanation given under
the Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic Substances
(NDPS) Act, the Supreme
Court has said.
A bench comprising justices U U Lalit and K M
Joseph made the observation
while deciding an appeal
challenging an order passed
by the Punjab and Haryana
High Court affirming their
conviction and sentence
under the NDPS Act.
Two bags of poppy straw
were recovered from the
accused while they were sitting in a jeep at a public

place.
The trial court, after considering the evidence on
record, acquitted accused
Major Singh but convicted
accused Boota Singh, Gurdeep
Singh and Gurmohinder
Singh, under the NDPS Act
and sentenced them to rigorous imprisonment for 10
years.
They were also asked to
pay a fine of Rs 1 lakh, failing
which they were directed to
undergo further rigorous
imprisonment for two years.
The accused argued
before the top court that the
vehicle in question was a private one belonging to accused
Gurdeep Singh and was not a
public conveyance, though it
was parked on a public road.
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Unconfirmed but credible
accounts with photos on social
media claimed that three people were killed Saturday by
security forces in a violent
crackdown in the central city of
Mogok, in Myanmar’s gem
mining region.
Detainees
released
Saturday from Yangon’s Insein
Prison included at least three
political prisoners who were
jailed in 2019, said witnesses
and local press reports.
The three are members of
the Peacock Generation per-

formance troupe where were
arrested during that year’s New
Year celebrations for skits that
poked fun at military representatives in Parliament and military involvement in business.
Their traditional style of acting is called Thangyat, a mashup of poetry, comedy and music
with a sharp undertone of satire.
Several members of the troupe
were convicted under a law
banning circulation of information that could endanger or
demoralise members of the military. The actors may have

drawn the special wrath of the
military because they performed
in army uniforms.
Several members were also
found guilty of online defamation for livestreaming their
performances. It could not be
ascertained if all imprisoned
members of the troupe were
released.
Another freed prisoner was
Ross Dunkley, an Australian
newspaper entrepreneur sentenced in 2019 to 13 years in a
Myanmar prison for drug possession. His release was con-

firmed by his ex-wife Cynda
Johnston, reported The Sydney
Morning Herald newspaper.
Dunkley co-founded the
The Myanmar Times, an
English-language daily, but was
forced to give up his share in it.
He became well-known for
co-founding or acquiring
English-language publications
in formerly socialist states that
were seeking foreign investment as they liberalised their
economies, but was sometimes
criticised for doing business
with authoritarian regimes.
Early prisoner releases are
customary during major holidays, and this is the second
batch the ruling junta has
announced since taking power.
Following the release of
more than 23,000 convicts to
mark Union Day on February
12, there were reports on social
media that some were recruited by the authorities to carry
out violence at night in residential areas to spread panic,
especially by setting fires. Some
areas responded by setting up
their own neighborhood watch
groups.
In March, more than 600
people who were imprisoned
for demonstrating against the
February coup were released
from Insein Prison, a rare conciliatory gesture by the military
that appeared aimed at placating the protest movement.
Those freed were mostly
young people caught in sweeps
of street demonstrations, while
those considered protest leaders were kept locked up.
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yanmar’s junta on
Saturday announced it
M
pardoned and released more
than 23,000 prisoners to mark
the traditional Thingyan New
Year holiday, but it wasn’t
immediately clear if they
included pro-democracy
activists who were detained in
the wake of the military’s
seizure of power in February.
The releases were
announced on state broadcaster MRTV, which said that junta
chief Senior Gen. Min Aung
Hlaing had pardoned 23,047
prisoners, including 137 foreigners who will be deported
from Myanmar. He also
reduced sentences for others.
The move comes as daily
protests against the February 1
ouster of the elected government of Aung San Suu Kyi continue, as does the use of deadly force against them.
According
to
the
Assistance Association for
Political Prisoners, which monitors casualties and arrests,
government forces have killed
at least 728 protesters and
bystanders since the takeover.
The group says 3,141 people,
including Suu Kyi, are in detention.
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he global death toll from
the coronavirus topped a
T
staggering 3 million people
Saturday amid repeated setbacks in the worldwide vaccination campaign and a deepening crisis in places such as
Brazil, India and France.
The number of lives lost, as
compiled by Johns Hopkins
University, is about equal to the
population of Kyiv, Ukraine;
Caracas, Venezuela; or metropolitan Lisbon, Portugal. It is bigger than Chicago (2.7 million)
and equivalent to Philadelphia
and Dallas combined.
And the true number is
believed to be significantly
higher because of possible government concealment or the
many cases overlooked in the
early stages of the outbreak that
began 16 months ago in
Wuhan, China, at the end of
2019. Around the world, the
trajectory of the virus and the
race to bring it under control
vary widely from country to
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country. Even as the U.S. And
Britain see their vaccination
drives hit their stride and they
begin to contemplate life after
the pandemic, other places
both rich and poor — France
and India among them — are
lagging behind in putting shots
in arms and have imposed
new lockdowns and other
restrictions as cases soar.
Worldwide, deaths are running at over 12,000 per day on
average and new cases at more
than 7,00,000 a day.
The US toll alone is over
5,60,000, accounting for more
than 1 in 6 of the world’s
Covid-19 deaths, by far the
highest reported by any country. The United States is followed by Brazil, Mexico, India
and Britain. This month, the
US recommended a pause in
the use of Johnson & Johnson’s
Covid-19 vaccine while authorities investigate extremely rare
but dangerous blood clots, and
some European countries are
putting the vaccine on
hold, too.

Dhaka: At least five people
working at a under construction coal power plant being
built by a Chinese firm in
Chittagong were killed and 20
others injured in a clash with
the police following a protest by
the workers over wage and
allowances, Bangladeshi media
reports said on Saturday.
The incident happened
when the protesting workers of
the plant clashed with the police,
prompting them to open fire in
which five workers were killed,
the Dhaka Tribune reported.
“The violence broke out
around 10:30 am at the coalfired power plant. Five have died
while at least 20 others were
injured in the clash, including
police and local residents,” a
senior police officer was quoted as saying in the report.
“They attacked police who
are on duty, forcing the policemen to retaliate. Four were
killed during the incident while
three policemen were injured,”
Chattogram Range Deputy
Inspector General Anwar
Hossain was quoted as saying by
the Daily Star newspaper. PTI
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Seoul: US climate envoy John Fukushima nuclear plant into
Kerry met with South Korea’s the sea in two years.
deR_U`WW
Chung also requested US
foreign minister in Seoul on
Rome: A judge in Sicily on
Saturday ordered former
Interior Minister Matteo
Salvini to stand trial for having
refused to let a Spanish migrant
rescue ship dock in an Italian
port in 2019, keeping the people at sea for days.
Judge Lorenzo Iannelli set
September 15 as the trial date
during a hearing in the
Palermo bunker courtroom,
the LaPresse news agency
reported. Salvini, who attended the hearing, confirmed the
outcome and insisted he was
only doing his job and his duty
by refusing entry to the Open
Arms rescue ship and the 147
people it had rescued in the
Mediterranean Sea.
AP

Saturday for talks ahead of a
virtual climate summit of world
leaders called by President Joe
Biden for next week.
Kerry arrived in South
Korea after a four-day visit to
China where he held closeddoor meetings with senior
Chinese officials in Shanghai.
While Kerry’s discussions
with South Korea’s Foreign
Minister Chung Eui-yong were
focused on Biden’s climate
meeting and another video
summit on environmental
issues that South Korea will host
in May, Chung also conveyed
Seoul’s “serious concerns” over
Japanese government plans to
start releasing treated radioactive water from the wrecked

help for South Korea’s efforts to
secure more coronavirus vaccines as it wrestles with a slow
vaccine rollout and a steady rise
in infections, South Korea’s
Foreign Ministry said. The
ministry didn’t release any specific comments made by Kerry
during the meeting.
Chung and Kerry agreed
that the countries should cooperate to create “mutual synergy” between the virtual summits hosed by each country
in the coming weeks,
which would help set up the
UN
Climate
Change
Conference scheduled to be
held in Scotland in November,
the ministry said in a statement.
AP
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Moscow: Russia detained a
Ukrainian diplomat for allegedly receiving classified information from a database of the
country’s main security agency.
The Federal Security Service,
or FSB, said Saturday that
Alexander Sosonyuk, Ukraine’s
consul in St Petersburg, was
taken into custody on Friday during a meeting with a Russian in
which he received “information
of a classified nature contained in
the databases of law enforcement
agencies and the FSB”.
The FSB statement, reported by Russian news agencies,
didn’t give further details.
Ukrainian Foreign Ministry
spokesman Oleg Nikolenko said
Sosonyuk has been released
from custody and is on
Ukrainian diplomatic property.
It wasn’t immediately clear if
Russia would move to expel him.
Nikolenko said Ukraine
was preparing a response, but
didn’t elaborate. The detention
comes amid escalating tensions between Russia and
Ukraine amid a Russian military buildup along the border
with the eastern Ukraine
region.
AP

B

ritain’s Queen Elizabeth II
led a small group of senior
royals at the ceremonial funeral of her husband and consort
Prince Philip, the Duke of
Edinburgh, at Windsor Castle
on Saturday.
The funeral incorporated
hymns and readings chosen by
the late royal himself and
focussed on the “unwavering
loyalty” of the longest-serving
consort in British history to his
wife, the monarch, and service

to
Britain
and
the
Commonwealth.
The ceremony, which
began at St George’s Chapel in

Windsor Castle with a national minute’s silence at 1500 local
time on Saturday, was a religious one though without any

U

S President Joe Biden and
Japan Prime Minister
Yoshihide Suga, in their first inperson bilateral meeting at the
White House, discussed the
increasing Chinese influence
over the peace and prosperity
of the Indo-Pacific and ways to
strengthen the QUAD, comprising of India and Australia
as the other two nations in the
grouping.
Other issues like climate
change, fight against coronavirus
pandemic and North Korea did
appear in their talks on Friday,
which was the first for Biden
with a foreign leader as the
president of the United States.
“Our alliance has served its
role as the foundation of peace
and stability for the IndoPacific region and the world. In
light of the current regional situation and the severe security
environment, the importance
of our alliance has reached new
heights,” Suga told reporters at
a White House news conference with Biden.
In addition to the bilateral relationship, Suga said they

B

efore the complete withdrawal of US troops from
Afghanistan by September 11,
there might be an increase in
number of soldiers to ensure
safe and orderly drawdown, the
Pentagon has said.
“It is not out of the realm
the possibility that for a short
period of time, there will have
to be some additional enabling
capabilities
added
to
Afghanistan, to help effect a
safe, orderly, and deliberately
planned drawdown of everybody by the president’s deadline, early September,”
Pentagon spokesman John
Kirby told reporters at a news
conference on Friday.
However, Kirby did not
elaborate on the nature of the
increase in US troops. “I can’t
speak today with exactly what
that would look like, how many,
when they would be going in.
But as we transitioned out of
Iraq, of course, it’s logical to
assume that you may need
some logistics help, maybe some
engineering help,” he said.
“You may have to add
some force protection capabilities, temporarily, just to make
sure that the drawdown goes in
a safe, orderly, and effective
way. Again, we’ll know more as
we get closer, but that would
not be out of the realm of possibility,” Kirby said.
Responding to a question,
Kirby said that the Department

discussed the free and open
Indo-Pacific.
“We agreed that while
Japan and the US will take the
lead to promote the vision
through concrete efforts. We
will also cooperate with other
countries and regions, including the ASEAN, Australia, and
India,” he said.
“We also had serious talks
on China’s influence over the
peace and prosperity of the
Indo-Pacific and the world at
large. We agreed to oppose any
attempts to change the status
quo by force or coercion in the
East and South China Seas and
intimidation of others in the
region,” Suga said.
Beijing claims almost all of
the 1.3 million square mile
South China Sea as its sovereign territory. China has been
building military bases on artificial islands in the region also
claimed by Brunei, Malaysia,
the Philippines, Taiwan and
Vietnam.
Beijing has impeded commercial activity like fishing or
mineral exploration by countries like Vietnam and the
Philippines.
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aul Castro said he is stepping down as Cuban
Communist Party leader, leaving the island without a Castro
guiding affairs for the first
time in more than six decades
and handing control of the
party to a younger generation.
The 89-year-old Castro
made the announcement in a
speech Friday at the opening of
the eighth congress of the ruling party, the only one allowed
on the island.
“I concluded my task as first
secretary ... With the satisfaction
of having fulfilled (my duty) and
confidence in the future of the
fatherland,” he said in a typically terse, to-the-point finale that
contrasted with the impassioned
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sermons, as planned by the
Duke – who passed away aged
99 last week on Friday.
“The Order of Service for
the funeral was agreed with the
Duke of Edinburgh during his
lifetime, and reflects the Duke’s
military affiliations, and personal elements of His Royal
Highness’ life,” Buckingham
Palace said in a statement.
At the end of the ceremony, the Duke’s coffin was carried to his resting place in the
royal vault beneath St George’s
Chapel.

verbal pyrotechnics of his brother Fidel, who died in 2016.
Castro didn’t say who he
would endorse as his successor
as first secretary of the
Communist Party. But he previously indicated he favors yielding control to 60-year-old
Miguel Díaz-Canel, who succeeded him as president in 2018
and is the standard bearer of a
younger generation of loyalists
who have been pushing an economic opening without touching Cuba’s one-party system.
“All processes have a continuity and I think Díaz-Canel
should be there now,” said 58year-old driver Miguel
Rodríguez. Castro’s retirement
ends an era of formal leadership that began with his brother Fidel and country’s 1959 rev-

olution.
“One has to step aside for
the young people,” said 64-yearold retiree Juana Busutil, for
whom Castro “is going to continue being the leader.”
The transition comes at a
difficult time for Cuba, with
many on the island anxious
about what lies ahead.
The coronavirus pandemic, painful financial reforms
and restrictions imposed by the
Trump administration have
battered the economy, which
shrank 11% last year as a result
of a collapse in tourism and
remittances. Long food lines
and shortages have brought
back echoes of the “special
period” that followed the collapse of the Soviet Union in the
early 1990s.

of Defense is still working out
what the future bilateral security relationship is going to be
with Afghanistan.
“We’re going to transition
to a bilateral relationship, a military relationship that’s more
akin to the kinds of relationships we have with other countries,” he said.
“It will not include a US
military footprint on the
ground in Afghanistan with the
exception of what’s going to be
required to support the diplomatic mission there. All that’s
still being worked out. So, I
can’t speak with specificity
today about what contract support the Afghan security forces
are going to need going forward,” he said.
The United States, he said,
will maintain counterterrorism
capabilities to continue to prevent Afghanistan from becoming a launching pad for terrorist attacks on the US.
“We have a vast range of
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acing swift blowback from
allies and aid groups, the
White House said President Joe
Biden plans to lift his predecessor’s historically low cap on
refugees by next month, after
initially moving only to expand
the eligibility criteria for resettlements.
In an emergency determination signed by Biden earlier
Friday, he stated the admission
of up to 15,000 refugees set by
former President Donald Trump
this year “remains justified by
humanitarian concerns and is
otherwise in the national interest.” But if the cap is reached
before the end of the current
budget year and the emergency
refugee situation persists, then a
presidential determination may
be issued to raise the ceiling.

capabilities available to us and
we’re not going to speak to the
details of exactly how we’re
going to maintain those capabilities and utilise those capabilities,” he said.
During a televised address
to the nation earlier in the
week, President Joe Biden said
that keeping thousands of
troops grounded and concentrated in just one country at a
cost of billions each year made
“little sense” to him.
He said all US troops
would be withdrawn from the
strife-torn countr y by
September 11 to end America’s
longest war that has cost trillions of dollars and the
lives of over 2,400 American
soldiers.
The US and the Taliban
signed a landmark deal in
Doha on February 29, 2020 to
bring lasting peace in wartorn Afghanistan and allow
US troops to return home
from America’s longest war.

That set off a deluge of criticism
from top allies on Capitol Hill
such as the second-ranking
Senate Democrat, Dick Durbin
of Illinois, who called that initial limit “unacceptable.” White
House press secretary Jen Psaki
said later that Biden is expected to increase the refugee cap by
May 15, though she didn’t say by
how much.
Biden has been consulting
with his advisers to determine
what number of refugees could
realistically be admitted to the
United States between now
and October 1, the end of the
fiscal year, Psaki said.
“Given the decimated
refugee admissions program we
inherited,” she said it’s now
“unlikely” Biden will be able to
boost that number to 62,500, as
he had proposed in his plan to
Congress two months ago.
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Portland: Police in Portland,
Oregon, said on Saturday they
arrested four people after
declaring a riot Friday night
when protesters smashed windows, burglarised businesses
and set multiple fires during
demonstrations that started
after police fatally shot a man
while responding to reports of
a person with a gun.
Police said they dispersed
the crowd so firefighting crews
could douse fires before they
spread in extreme fire hazard
conditions.
The vandalism downtown
came after the police shooting
earlier Friday and was also
was part of vigils and demonstrations already planned for
the night in the name of peo-

ple killed in police shootings
nationwide. They include 13year-old Adam Toledo of
Chicago and Daunte Wright, a
Black man in a Minneapolis
suburb. Deputy Police Chief
Chris Davis told reporters a
white man in his 30s had been
shot and killed in Portland by
police. The man was pronounced dead at the scene in
Lents Park, a leafy, residential
neighbourhood of the city.
Two officers fired a 40mm
device that shoots non-lethal
projectiles, and one officer —
an eight-year veteran — fired
a gun, police said
in a statement. The officer
is on paid administrative leave,
and his or her name will be
released, authorities said. AP
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fiscal stimulus package
may be on the cards again
as the Government looks at
ways to prevent the present
surge in Covid-19 cases and the
ensuing restrictions imposed
by the States from derailing the
economic recovery.
After last year’s lockdowns,
which resulted in the country’s
GDP contracting by (-) 23.9 per
cent, it was hoped that the
economy will grow handsomely in FY22 to register a
double digit growth.
For this to happen, the RBI
has projected a Q1 FY22 GDP
growth of 26.2 per cent. But the
recent surge in the pandemic
has again raised serious ques-

tions about the health of the
economy.
There are some discussions within the government
about the need, shape and timing of a fresh fiscal stimulus
package.
The idea is to see that the
poor and small businesses do
not suffer and their livelihood
support is not disturbed, said
an official source, on condition
of anonymity.
The source said that any
such package, if finalised,
would come up later this
month or next month.
The Union Finance
Ministry has so far not indicated about any new stimulus
to contain the disruptions
caused by the fresh Covid-19

wave in the country.
Last year, the government
and the RBI came up with a
series of announcements to
provide relief to the common
man and businesses impacted
by the Covid-induced lockdown.
Under its ‘Aatmanirbhar
Bharat’ package and the Garib
Kalyan Yojana, the government had announced packages
worth over Rs 20 lakh crore.
While the economic situation is still much better than
last year and the government
has indicated against a complete lockdown this year,
support measures could just
look at the most vulnerable sections of the society and the
industry.

Sources said that like last
year, the package may include
measures by the government as
well as compliance relief offered
by the Reserve Bank of India
(RBI).
Already, various ministries
are providing inputs to the
Centre.
The worry for the government this time round is also
about inflation that has seen an
increase in the last few months.
This actually means that
people are already struggling
with higher food prices while
their income is dogged with
uncertainty.
The RBI will also have to
do a balancing act over growth
aspirations and containing
inflation.
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he department for promotion of industry and
T
internal trade (DPIIT) has
notified the PLI scheme for
ACs and LED lights and said
that selection of companies to
avail the incentives would

done to support manufacturing of components which are
not made in India presently.
It said that mere assembly
of finished goods would not be
incentivised and companies
investing in basic/core components would get a higher
priority.
Earlier this month, the
government approved a production linked incentive (PLI)
scheme for white goods - Air
Conditioners (ACs) and LED
Lights - with a budgetary outlay of Rs 6,238 crore. It will be
implemented over 2021-22 to

2028-29. According to the
notification of the DPIIT, the
Empowered Group
of Secretaries chaired by
Cabinet Secretary will monitor the PLI scheme, undertake
periodic review of the outgo
under the scheme, ensure uniformity of all PLIs and take
appropriate action to ensure
that the expenditure is within
the prescribed outlay.
The group will be empowered to make any changes in
the modalities of the scheme
within the overall financial
outlay of Rs 6,238 croreIt said

that the incentive per beneficiary will be applicable on
incremental sales (net of
taxes) of manufactured goods
(as distinct from traded goods)
over the base year (2019-20)
subject to ceilings.
“Mere assembly of finished goods shall not be incentivised. Selection of companies
for the scheme shall be done
so as to incentivise manufacturing of components or subassemblies which are not manufactured in India presently
with sufficient capacity,” it
said.
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harma exports from India
witnessed over 18 per cent
P
growth to USD 24.44 billion
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during the last financial year
against USD 20.58 billion in
FY20, Pharmaceuticals Export
Promotion Council of India
(Pharmexcil) said on Saturday.
“We have observed a big
leap in our exports in the
month of March 2021 which is
USD 2.3 billion (figures for
March are provisional) and is
highest among the exports of
all the months of this financial
year, the growth rate for this
month is 48.5 per cent against
the exports in March 2020
(USD 1.54 billion),” Udaya
Bhaskar, Director General of
Pharmexcil said in a release.

Growth rate seems relatively big as the exports of
March 2020 was crunched due
to lockdown across the world
and supply chain disruption, he
was quoted as saying.
When the global pharma
market is negatively grown by
1-2% in 2020, there is a big
surge in demand for Indian
made generics owing to its
quality and affordability, the
official said adding Drug formulations and Biologicals is the
second largest Principal commodity being exported by
India.The Pharma exports
body is expecting big growth in
Indian vaccine exports in the
coming years and the government policy on PLI (production Linked Incentive) scheme
will also help the domestic

pharma to grow by reducing
import dependnce and develop export potential in the days
to come as most of the countries are looking at India for
APIs ( active pharmaceutical
ingredient) he said.
North America is the
largest exporting region for
Indian pharmaceuticals with
more than 34 per cent share.
Country wise exports to
the US, Canada and Mexico
have recorded a growth of
12.6, 30 and 21.4 per cent
respectively. South Africa being
the second largest exporting
country, recorded a big jump of
28 per cent growth while
Europe was the third largest
exporting region which has
recorded approximately 11 per
cent growth over previous year.
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dani Green Energy arm
AREHFifteenL has bagged
A
a 150 MWac solar energy project capacity from Torrent
Power.
Adani Renewable Energy
Holding
Fifteen
Ltd
(AREHFifteenL), a whollyowned subsidiary of Adani
Green Energy Ltd (AGEL),
participated in a Tender issued
by Torrent Power Ltd for procurement of power through
competitive bidding process,
from grid connected solar photovoltaic power projects to be
setup in Gujarat.
AREHFifteenL has been
awarded a project capacity of
150 MWac Solar Power
Project, a BSE filing said.
The fixed tariff for this project capacity is Rs 2.22/ kWh
for a period of 25 years.

he operating margins of
sugar companies are likely
T
to moderate in FY22 due to

higher production cost and
reduced export subsidy, ratings
agency ICRA said in a statement.
Besides, benefits from
improved distillery performance was also cited by the
agency as a factor that might
moderate operating margins.
“In the medium term, the
government support measures
for higher diversion of sugar for
ethanol production would
reduce the sugar surplus and
support in improving the
demand supply dynamics of
the industry on a sustainable
basis,” ICRA said.
As per the agency, domestic sugar production is expected to increase by 10 per cent to
30.2 million MT in SY2021 and
outstrip consumption by

exports at around 5.5 million
MT supported by the export
policy and the closing stocks
are likely to remain higher
than normative sugar stock
levels of 6-6.5 million MT at
around 9.5 million MT for
SY2021 season.
However, the stocks are
expected to be lower than the
previous season at around 11.0
million MT.
“Given the sugar surplus
scenario in the domestic market, any significant increase in
the sugar prices is ruled out in
the near term. However, the
higher diversion of sugar
towards ethanol and the remunerative pricing of ethanol is
expected to result in an
improved distillery performance in FY2022,” said
Sabyasachi Majumdar, Senior
Vice President & Group Head,
ICRA.

G

lobal crude oil prices are
expected to be in the range
of $60 a barrel over the long
term period as OPEC+ decision to cap supply until
demand recovers and the pandemic continuing to keep a
check on consumption.
According to a research
report by ICICI Securities,
Brent has recovered and is
over $ 60/bbl since February, 21
vs April, 20 low of $ 21/bbl driven by demand recovery from
lows and OPEC+ capping supply to ensure supply deficit
since July last year.
“OPEC+ capping supply
until demand recovers is esti-

mated to ensure supply deficit
of 1.3 million barrels of oil per
day in calendar year 2021 and
keep Brent above $60/bbl,” the
brokerage said.
The expectation for the
crude was that it may surge in
2021 on the back of economies
recovering as vaccinations
tamed the spread of Covid-19.
But the lockdowns again due to
fresh surge in Covid cases has
delayed demand recovery in
Europe.
Also, the probability of US
sanctions on Iran’s oil exports
being lifted appears to have
increased substantially.
EU and other signatories to
the nuclear deal are talking to
Iran and US separately to bring
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arket correction due to
Covid resurgence is an
M
opportunity to add cyclical
stocks said Motilal Oswal
Financial Services.
In a report, MOFSL said
resurgence in second wave of
Covid-19 has led to elevated
market volatility and correction.Lately, both Nifty and
Bank Nifty are down 5 and 15
per cent from their recent
highs, respectively.
“To contain the pandemic,
several states have announced
localised restrictions with
Maharashtra yesterday unveiling set of broad-based measures for two weeks mini-lockdown,”
“We expect the set of
restrictive measures to impact
near-term economic recovery
till cases stabilise. However, key

government authorities and
policymakers have ruled out
national lockdown.”
Consequently, MOFSL recommend that correction
should be viewed by the
investors as a buying opportunity and advocated adding a
balanced mix of growth, cyclicals and defensive stocks in
their portfolios.”We continue to
be ‘OW’ on the BFSI, IT,
Metals, Cement and Capital
Goods, Neutral on Consumer,
Auto and Pharma while staying
‘UW’ on Energy, Utility and
Infrastructure.”
On the bright side, it said
that vaccinations are gradually beginning to accelerate.
“As vaccination pick up
further with approvals for more
vaccines now in place, we
expect the focus to shift back
to growth, cyclical recovery and
fundamentals.0

them on the same page and
revive the deal.
Indications are that US
sanctions on Iran exports may
be lifted as early as before
Iran’s presidential elections due
on June 18.
“While OPEC+ capping
supply should keep Brent above
$ 60/bbl, delay in demand
recovery and US lifting sanctions on Iran exports would cap
further rise. We estimate longterm Brent at $60/bbl,” ICICI
Securities said.
With regard to gross refining magind (GRMs) the outlook is modest as capacity
addition is expected to exceed
to refined products demand
growth.
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he second wave of Covid19 resurgence can potenT
tially disrupt fabric demand,
said India Ratings and
Research (Ind-Ra).
“Woven fabrics production continued to improve
mom, though marginally, in
January 2021, despite remaining 21 per cent YoY lower,”
Ind-Ra said.
“While recoveries for
blended and knitted fabrics
were quicker, that of woven is
expected to be delayed with
micro-lockdowns and workfrom-home culture.”

Besides, export demand
for woven fabrics is expected to
plunge over Q1FY22 with key
destination countries grappling
with a second wave of pandemic.
“Fabric exports remained
muted in January 2021 on a
mom basis, and 17 per cent
YoY lower.
Demand for imported fabrics surged over December
2020-January 2021, led by
restocking by retailers.”
“Imports in value terms
doubled between November
2020-January 2021 with higher shipments from China,
Bangladesh and Vietnam.”
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ndustry body FICCI has
written to Chief Ministers of
25 States urging them to avoid
imposing partial or total lockdown in the wake of fresh surge
in Covid cases.
The industry body also
argued that the economy has
barely begun to turnaround
from the impact of the earlier
lockdowns and such decisions
now will push the push the
economy into downward spiral.
In the letter written to
state CMs by FICCI President
Uday Shankar, the chamber has
acknowledged the need to
break the Covid chain but has
suggested the strategy to focus
more on ramping up covid testing, awareness drive and
enforcement of Covid appro-

priate behaviour rather than
lockdown.
“The population may be
sensitised about the Covid
appropriate behaviour like
wearing masks, physical
distancing and personal
hygiene.
Support may be taken by
involving volunteers from the
schools, colleges and the
NGOs. Strict compliance to
Covid protocol may be ensured
with suitable penalties for violations,” the letter states.
FICCI has represented to
the Union Government to open
up the vaccination for all the
people above 18 years of age to
give a massive push to the
vaccination drive as there is no
shortage of vaccines and the
inoculation capacity can be
increased with the participation
of the private sector.
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F

uel prices in the country
remained unchanged on
Saturday as oil marketing companies decided to go on a
pause mode and analyse the
global developments on oil
prices before effecting a revision.
Accordingly, pump price of
petrol and diesel remained at
C90.40 a litre and C80.73 a litre
respectively in Delhi.
The price of the two auto
fuels had fallen by 16 paisa and
14 paisa per litre respectively
on Thursday after a 15 day
break when OMCs kept its
prices static.
Across the country as well
the petrol and diesel price
remained unchanged on
Saturday but its retail levels varied depending on the level of
local levies on respective states.
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ijay Shankar and Mujeeb Ur Rahman
shine with the ball as Sunrisers Hyderabad
produced a disciplined bowling performance to restrict Mumbai Indians to 150 for 5 in
their IPL match at Chepauk on Saturday.
The opening duo of Rohit Sharma (32 off 25)

/\X_P[cP]

and Quinton de Kock (40 off 39) scored 53 in the
powerplay after opting to bat but Vijay (2/19) and
Afghanistan spin duo of Mujeeb (2/29) and Rashid
Khan (0/22) brought the SRH back in the game.
Kieron Pollard managed to lift MI to 150 with
the help of a 22-ball 35 which included two sixes
of the last two balls of the innings.
Earlier, Rohit completed 4000 T20 runs as a
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he misfiring Kolkata Knight Riders will look
to bring their campaign back on track when
T
they take on table-toppers Royal Challengers
Bangalore at Chepauk on Sunday.
In the battle between the world’s two best
white-ball captains, Eoin Morgan and Virat
Kohli, the Bengaluru franchise will hold a slight
edge over Kolkata after its two wins from as many
outings.
Known for his tactical nous and man-management skills, the World Cup-winning English
skipper will be keen to bring KKR back on track
after a familiar middle-order collapse cost them
the game against Mumbai Indians.
After two ordinary seasons, the purple
brigade started its campaign in an emphatic fashion, ticking all the boxes against Sunrisers
Hyderabad.
But against their nemesis MI, KKR middleorder collapsed in an inexplicable fashion to suffer their 12th loss from 13 matches.
Morgan’s astute captaincy in using his bowling resources was the highlight as KKR had
bowled out MI for a modest 152.
In his new role of bowling at the death, Andre
Russell has taken six wickets at an impressive average of 7.83, but has failed to deliver with the bat.
With 14 runs from two matches, the big-hitting Jamaican has looked a shadow of his past.
Vice-captain Dinesh Karthik,
too, will be under pressure to
deliver after his painstaking
stay in the middle in the last
game.
While Nitish Rana
has impressed the most
in batting, their star opener Shubman Gill has faltered after impressive
starts, and KKR would
hope the youngster fires in
the coming days.
On a slow Chepauk
deck where batting at the
death has been a concern,
KKR’s bowling has been a revelation with Morgan cleverly using his
resources.
Against the star-studded RCB
who are yet to fire in unison this
season, KKR’s bowling would
once again look to make an
impact. It would not be a bad
idea to bring in left arm wrist

skipper and also surpassed Mahendra Singh
Dhoni’s record of hitting the most number of sixes
by an Indian in the tournament.
The 33-year-old now has 217 sixes in IPL, one
ahead of Dhoni.
With Rohit and de Kock looking in full flow,
it seemed MI will put up a big score.
However, MI soon slipped to 71 for 2 with
Vijay Shankar dismissing Rohit and Suryakumar
Yadav (10) in his two overs.
While the MI skipper holed out to Virat Singh
in the sixth over, Suryakumar was caught and
bowled in the 9th over.
Rashid Khan and Mujeeb then tightened the
screw on MI as the well-set de Kock next perished
at deep mid-wicket in his pursuit for a big shot.
Pollard then joined Ishan Kishan (12 off 21)
in the middle but the scoring remained difficult.
With MI at 107 for 3 in 16 overs, Pollard
clubbed one over mid-wicket to break the shackles but Mujeeb soon dismissed Ishan with wicketkeeper Jonny Bairstow taking a fabulous catch.
New man Hardik Pandya and Pollard couldn't produce their trademark hitting as the former
holed out to Virat in the deep.
Pollard, who was dropped by Vijay, managed
to smash the last two balls of the innings for two
sixes as MI reached 150 in the end.
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playing 200 matches is a testament to his attitude
towards the game and the franchise.
Dhoni has been leading the side since the inaugural edition of the league in 2008.
“His longevity has to be mentioned and appreciated... To play 200 games and still have a desire to do
well is a testament to his attitude towards the game and
franchise,” Fleming said after CSK’s win against
Punjab Kings.
“I think the franchise has grown and MS has grown
with it, so it is a great relationship and great fun,” the
former New Zealand skipper added.
Terming Dhoni the heartbeat of CSK, Fleming said,
“He is the heartbeat of CSK, there’s no doubt about it.
Whether it’s performance, guidance or leadership, you
run out of things to say about him.”
He said the manner in which the team bounced
back after the first game was impressive and praised
Man of the Match Deepak Chahar for his efforts (4/13).
“Really impressed with the way he bounced back
after the first game. Without doubt, when Deepak gets
a little bit of swing and a little bit of movement, he is
one of the finest around. His ability to swing the ball
is one. But his control and skill set is also very high.
“The key is keeping him simple in his plans and
just operating in and around the stumps. He is very
effective when the ball swings. A great bounce back
from a below par performance in the first game.”
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hot-blow-cold’ Punjab Kings in what promises to be a bat-
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spinner Kuldeep Yadav in place of veteran Indian off-spinner Harbhajan
Singh, who has bowled just the opening over in each of the two matches.
Boasting a famed batting line-up in
Kohli, AB de Villiers, Glenn Maxwell and
the talented youngster Devdutt Padikkal,
RCB are yet to perform to their full potential.
But it did not matter much as
RCB have won both their
matches with new signing
Maxwell holding fort in the
middle and the likes of
Shahbaz Ahmed and
Harshal Patel making
the difference in
bowling.
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hennai Super Kings head coach Stephen Fleming
C
has called skipper Mahendra Singh Dhoni the
team’s heartbeat and said the desire to do well even after
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tle of brittle middle-orders at Wankhede stadium on Sunday.
Both teams are coming into the Norther Derby of IPL after
enduring defeats in their previous games but Delhi Capitals
are definitely a better side on paper.
Pant, relatively inexperienced in terms of IPL captaincy, lost the plot in the last game where he didn’t finish his
best bowler Ravichandran Ashwin’s quota and instead used
Tom Curran’s friendly medium pacers.
As coach Ricky Ponting pointed out, he would expect a
better “on his feet” thinking from the young captain.
The likely addition of Anrich Nortje in the playing XI
will only bolster Pant’s bowling attack which lost its bearings
during the last match with Curran’s lack of pace on a slow
track being cannon fodder for Chris Morris and David Miller.
Punjab Kings, on the other hand, suffered an inexplicable batting collapse against Chennai Super Kings with
Deepak Chahar’s extra bounce and slight seam movement
causing the damage.
This was after a healthy 200 plus total in the opening
game.
The nature of the Wankhede track is posing a few questions under lights for top-order batsmen as the last two games
have shown with underlying moisture aiding quality fast bowling.
So KL Rahul versus Kagiso Rabada and Chris Woakes
bowling to Chris Gayle could be as enticing as Prithvi Shaw
encountering the guile of Mohammed Shami and Shikhar
Dhawan trying to unsettle a disciplined Arshdeep Singh.
Both teams are top heavy in batting with DC dependant
on Shaw, Dhawan and Pant for doing the bulk of scoring while
the same job profile is held by KL Rahul, Chris Gayle and
Deepak Hooda in the Punjab line-up.
Even the weaknesses of both the teams are pretty similar.
If Ajinkya Rahane’s lack of power-hitting and Marcus
Stoinis’ indifferent show is affecting the DC middle-order,
Mayank Agarwal’s prolonged bad-patch coupled with
Nicholas Pooran’s susceptibility to short balls over his shoulder are not great news for Punjab either.
The middle-orders’ struggles in both the dugouts will
make it an engrossing contest with DC bowlers expected to
hold sway in Nortje’s presence.
In case of Punjab Kings, save Mohammed Shami, the two
high-priced pacers — Jhye Richardson and Riley Meredith
— haven’t exactly set the stage on fire.
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